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Seasons in the Abyss

dominion there.
Who or what he really was grew
less and less important over time
compared to the legend of his
power. The Athar claimed he was
once a paladin avatar of Hieroneous
who outgrew his god and became
a Defiant. Some of the faction still
make those claims, though his true
identity was eventually lost to the
annals of time. Whether he existed at
all was often debated throughout the
planes, as there was no real proof the
Athar could produce to validate their
story.
A little known piece of the story
was that the Drezt’al’i-et harbored a
secret passion – the love for painting.
His penchant for art both soothed
and eluded him. He consumed
himself with his painting, setting the
sphere and soul machine on autopilot. He started a painting in which he began rendering
the alien landscapes of the lower planes, and in time,
began slowly piecing together the different seasons in
the Abyss.

Seasons in the Abyss
Adventure by Jason Duke

Artwork by LadyofHats

“Seasons in the Abyss” is a D&D adventure for 10thlevel characters. The adventure takes place inside
a crashed planar sphere that has opened a gateway
between the Abyss and the characters’ homeworld,
unleashing demons until the characters decide to
investigate and put a stop to it. Where the sphere
crashes is left to the DM, allowing the adventure to
take place anywhere.

Starting the Adventure
The soul machine has become overloaded with souls
owing to the Drezt’al’i-et’s neglect of the device.
The souls escaped in a great blast of divine energy
so powerful that it overwhelmed even his divine
resistance. He now lingers near death in his gallery,
his masterpiece unfinished and in ruin. The overload
has also caused the sphere to malfunction, causing it
to phase between the Abyss and the current plane the
characters reside on. The malfunction opens a door
leading inside the sphere, releasing a small mob of
Dretch.

Adventure Background
Among the Athar originated a story about a Defiant
of incredible power who traveled the known planes in
an impregnable planar sphere. He spread the gospel
that the gods were mortals, albeit powerful ones,
likening their divine abilities to technology, but on a far
advanced, far superior level of understanding.
To prove his tenets, the Defiant constructed a
complex machine to power the sphere – a soul-catching
machine that intercepted freshly departed souls and
imprisoned their divine energy, cleansing them of their
erroneous beliefs in the process.
The story became legend over time and spread across
the planes. To the denizens of the planes, the Defiant
became known as the Drezt’al’i-et – the Catcher of
Souls. On Faerun and Eberron, his name was but a
whisper; on Oerth, his existence was a highly guarded
secret by the Circle of Eight. The Defiant favored
scouring the lower planes for the souls he sought to
convert, incurring the wrath of the vile powers that held

Dust and debris finally settle to reveal a house-sized
metallic sphere. The strange metal is unlike anything
you have ever seen, completely unscathed by the crash
landing. Energy ripples across the mirror-like surface,
forming a door that slides open. The pitter-patter of
tiny feet rumble from the dark opening as a mob of
slavering Dretch pour out, intent on sowing havoc and
chaos on their newfound world.
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Dretch (7): hp 15 each, MM 42. Further Dretch are
released until the characters decide to investigate.

The following three area descriptions detail the
encounter with the Dretz’al’i-et, a mood-setting
encounter in which a section of corridor phases to
the Abyss, and finally the chamber housing the soul
machine and the climactic showdown with Mayvar. The
encounter with the Dretz’al’i-et should occur sometime
at the beginning of the characters’ exploration of the
sphere.

Inside the Sphere
The sphere is crafted from a smooth, unidentifiable
metal, completely impervious in every respect to
destruction or damage. The exterior is roughly the size
of a small house, but the interior is similar to an extradimensional space and is vast in size, allowing the DM
to design additional rooms and encounters.
Inside the sphere, the characters get caught in the
plane-shifting displacement and become trapped.
The interior of the sphere takes on more and more
characteristics of the Abyss as the malfunctions
increase. The smooth, metal walls suddenly peel away,
transformed into steaming, rusted iron; rooms change
shape and size, turning into chambers of horror and
dark parodies of their former selves, only to revert back
to normal. The malfunctions likewise draw demons and
other monsters into the sphere.
To save the day, the characters must find the
Drezt’al’i-et, who tells them how to restore the soul
machine before dying. Unfortunately, one of the
freed souls belonging to a gluttonous miser named
Mayvar has transmogrified into a Solamith owing to
the malevolent influence of the Abyss. Burning with
insatiable hunger, Mayvar has consumed many of the
souls and dramatically increased in power. Now the
demon ponders over the soul machine and how to get
more souls from it, though he is too simple-minded to
figure out its complexities.

The Dretz’al’i-et
The gallery is vast, filled with a collection of over one
hundred paintings magically affixed to the walls or
floating throughout the chamber. Most of the paintings
have been ruined by the explosion, little more than
charred canvases or globs of dripping paint that have
formed colorful pools beneath where they float in place.
The handful of intact paintings depict vivid renderings
of the lower planes.
Laying next to a marred canvas is the Dretz’al’i-et –
a large figure covered head-to-toe in magnificent full
plate armor and visored great helm, like something
out of an Arthurian legend. He doesn’t move, when a
deep, metallic voice resounds from beneath the helm
as the characters approach. He tells them he is the
Dretz’al’i-et, about the soul machine and the explosive
release of imprisoned souls that has caused the sphere
to malfunction.
To restore the machine and stop the sphere from
phasing between the Abyss and the characters’
homeworld, he gives them a slender crystal and
instructs them to insert it into a control panel that
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nearly touching a domed ceiling that rises 100 feet into
darkness overhead.
Standing in front of the machine is the vile Solamith,
Mayvar. The many escaped souls he’s consumed has
boosted his hit dice to 15 and his hit points to 150. He
senses the approaching characters and successfully
summons two more Solamiths to join the battle.

operates the machine. With that, he dies.
If the characters lift the visor or remove the helm,
they find an empty suit of armor. Further study of
the armor reveals it to be a suit of mithral full plate.
Those characters succeeding Knowledge (the planes)
or Knowledge (religion) against DC 30 have heard the
story of the Dretz’al’i-et as outlined in the Adventure
Background section.

Three gluttonous creatures stand tactically spread out
in front of the colossal soul machine. They loom over
10 feet tall, their bodies little more than disgusting
blobs of blubbery flesh supported on thick, slablike
legs. Their horned heads are tiny in comparison, with
no necks, only corpulent folds of skin that nearly hang
over their sternum. From their massive, sagging guts
press dozens of ghastly faces that scream silently for
release, stretching out the decrepit green-veined skin of
their rotund stomachs.

Abyssal Distortion
As the characters traverse this long stretch of corridor,
they suddenly hear a loud wailing, like that of an air
raid siren. The corridor shakes violently, when a section
of the left wall peels away, revealing a nightmarish
battlefield on which legions of demons wage
devastating warfare against each other.
A siren suddenly wails through the stale air. The
corridor shakes, undergoing a horrific transformation.
The smooth metal blisters and peels away, replaced
by steaming, rusted iron. The left wall breaks open,
overlooking an epic battle far below that unfolds across
the vast alien landscape of the Abyss. Hordes of blood
frenzied Dretch and Manes clash together, urged on by
their Hezrou masters as squadrons of Vrock dive bomb
in from both sides, blotting out the morbid sky.
At the back of one of the armies stands an elf in
full plate armor shielded with barbs and spikes. His
skin is a shiny black, and each of his hands bear six
fingers. He revels in the sheer chaos of the battle as he
orders two Balor and a unit of Marilith into the frenzy,
watching as they tear a swath through the opposing
ranks toward a monstrous Klurichir general. The dark
elf grins, looking up in your direction with a sinister
nod and wink.

Solamiths (3): CR 8; Large Outsider (extraplanar,
tanar’ri); HD 11, 15; hp 115, 115, 150; Init +3; Spd 40
ft.; AC 21, touch 12, flat-footed 18; Base Atk +11; Grp
+19; Atk +14 melee (1d8+4, slam); Full Atk +14/+14
melee (1d8+4, 2 slams); Space/Reach 10 ft./10 ft.; SA
aligned strike, soulfire, soulfire retort, summon tanar’ri;
SQ dark vision 60 ft., telepathy 100 ft., vulnerability to
cold; AL CE; SV Fort +13, Ref +10, Will +8; Str 19,
Dex 16, Con 23, Int 4, Wis 13, Cha 8, Monster Manual
V 28.
Skills: Spot +15, Listen +15, Balance +17, Climb
+18, Intimidate +13, Jump +8, .
Feats: Ability Focus (soulfire), Cleave, Improved
Natural Attack (slam), Power Attack.
Soulfire (Su): As a standard action that provokes
attacks of opportunity, a solamith can deal itself 5
points of damage to tear flesh from its body and hurl
that flesh up to 100 feet with perfect accuracy. When
it lands, the flesh explodes in a 20 foot radius burst,
dealing 4d6 points of damage, half of which is fire
damage (Reflex DC 23 half). Solamiths are immune to
soulfire. The save DC is Constitution-based.
By dealing itself an extra 5 points of damage, a
solamith can widen the burst to a 40 foot radius. By
dealing itself an extra 10 points of damage, a solamith
can make the burst deal maximum damage. A solamith
can use both of these abilities on the same soulfire
attack, but takes damage for each.
Soulfire Retort (Su): Whenever a solamith takes
damage from an opponent’s melee attack, it can
unleash a 15-foot cone of soulfire as a swift action on
its next turn. The cone deals damage as soulfire (Reflex

The elf is none other than Athux, son of the legendary
demon prince Graz’zt. Characters succeeding a
Knowledge (the planes) check against DC 20 recognize
Athux. The wall quickly seals back up and the corridor
returns to normal.

Mayvar the Solamith (EL 13)
Over half of this colossal chamber is occupied by the
soul machine – a highly sophisticated contraption of
giant, spinning cogwheels, shiny knobs and levers, and
an assortment of other gadgetry. Like the sphere, the
machine is impervious to any damage or destruction,
5
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DC 21 half). The save DC is Constitution-based.
Tactics: The two weaker Solamiths are 50 feet in
front of Mayvar, while Mayvar stands directly in front
of the soul machine. All three begin the combat with
their soulfire ability, inflicting maximum damage. They
continue hurling soulfire until the characters close
in, at which point the two weaker Solamiths attempt
to engage and block the characters while Mayvar
continues attacking with soulfire.
Treasure: When Mayvar’s mortal shell died, his
greedy soul was able to take with it his most prized
possession, a lucky charm bracelet (Complete
Scoundrel 115). Even in his horrid transformation to
a Solamith, the bracelet remained with him, such was
his lust for the item. With his destruction, however, the
bond is broken. The thick gold bracelet is engraved
with solid gold figurines, and is worn on his left wrist.

Concluding the Adventure
With the defeat of Mayvar and his summoned
cohorts, the characters are free to fix the soul machine
unhindered. Careful observation reveals a series of
slender metal tubes each with a diameter perfectly
matched to securely fit the crystal.
Inserting the crystal into any of the tubes restores the
soul machine’s integrity and phases the planar sphere
back to the characters’ homeworld.
The machine is far beyond their comprehension to
operate, though discovering its secret opens avenues to
further possible adventures. Learning how to operate
the machine, and in turn the sphere, will give the
characters a powerful artifact and an invaluable mode
of planar travel, leading to even greater adventure.
Like the Dretz’al’i-et, in time, perhaps they too will
become the stuff of legend.
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it moved: unnatural. Suddenly everything
moved like it did, including herself...
The creature stopped. As one so did the
procession.
A bead of sweat trickled down Alia’s
neck. Had it somehow detected her?
Impossible... She gripped the sil, frozen
to the spot in anticipation. The leader
suddenly shot out a hand and pointed:
not to her, but to the building on the
other side of the road. Again as one, the
soldiers raced towards the house in that
slow way that everything had adopted
now. Then she noticed the movement on
that building. Three men, who were
previously hidden and picking the lock of
the front door, scrambling to draw their
weapons and meet the un-living patrol.
Their eyes were wide with panic. They
knew they weren’t long for this world,
with the 8 to 3 odds.
New Monster by Lushmoss
The first rogue fell surreally, being
Artwork by LadyofHats,
Artsoldier35, MagpieManny sliced across the neck with a rusty
scimitar. The second man cried out in
fear for help, as the skeletons started
pressing
in on him. The third one,
Fragment of a parchment found in the catacombs beneath the
knowing
himself
doomed
if
he
fought, made a gamble. He
city:
climbed atop of a crate and jumped heel-first onto the helmed
head of a skeleton. From there the rogue nimbly reached for
...after the deed was done, Vecna honoured his word and
Gifted the Hextorian knowledge of the Bellsounders. Little
the lip of the planked balcony above him, pulling himself
There was; even the Lord of That Which is not Known
through the rails. His friend couldn’t wish he’d done the
Knew little about these beings, as they *fragment ruined*
same. He’d already succumbed to the flow of death.
...ew how to call them, bring their gloom and duty to the stre...
The last rogue was on his feet above the skeletons, out of
*fragment ruined*... icler Xodias Jchiir, XXILLZC
reach from their attacks. His intent was obvious: leap off this
balcony onto the next one along, where the roof was lower
and he could pull himself up and away from this disaster. He
A chill went up Alia’s back as she lay asleep in her bed. The
took one step, then stopped: suddenly he started to shake
young woman’s eyes shot open, her heart suddenly beating a
uncontrollably, painfully fast. The looming figure below had
little quicker for no reason. Not one that she could tell. She
outstretched his hand towards the inaccessible rogue, then
lay there for a minute, waiting for the inexplicable fear to die flicking his clenched fist open which somehow made the man
down.
convulse like he did. Blood seeping from his mouth and nose,
It just wasn’t happening. Gingerly, the young woman got
the rogue made a dash for the rail. The creature made the
out of bed and began to pace the room in her nightdress,
motion again, just as his prey put his foot on the rail. He
hoping to walk off the sensation. Suddenly a noise: her head
began to shake again, his head and limbs a blur as he still
turned to the window. Cautiously she approached the panes
valiantly tried to leap off the balcony. It was too much for
and peered down onto the street below.
him. He fell and smashed into a wooden crate below.
There it was, the source of her fear: two stories beneath
Alia took a breath in: she’d forgotten to breathe for that
marched a deathly patrol. The moonlight illuminated the
minute and coloured dots were dancing across her eyes.
bleached bones of the soldiers, the sound of dark metal
Nevertheless, she watched as the patrol near silently gathered
clacking against a ribcage could be heard as they steadily
up the corpses and returned to line behind the looming figure,
walked in line. As horrific as these undead were though, it
bearing the bodies between them as evenly as could be
was the figure that led them that struck that chill up her back. managed. Then the figure walked on, and the patrol left the
It was abnormally tall, too tall, clothed in a long black robe
view that Alia could see through her window. A moment went
that was so detail-less that it made it difficult to look at. The
by, and suddenly everything returned to normal. Her heart
large staff it held in it’s left hand obscured the... thing’s head
still kept up it’s fast beat though. It wouldn’t slow down until
from her sight with a large bell and a black lantern. The way
the sun rose hours later.

The DM Screen
The Belltoller
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The Belltoller
Type/Size: Medium Outsider (Evil,
Lawful, Extraplanar)
Hd: 6d8+9 (36Hp)
Initiative: +9
Speed: 40ft
AC: 21(+5 Dex, +4 Deflection, +2
Natural)
Attack: Bell Staff +10/+5 (1d8+5, 1d6
Sonic, 1d3 Fire)
Space/Reach: 5ft/5ft.
Special Attacks: Spell-Like Abilities,
Animate Enforcers, Internal Tremor
Special Qualities: Outsider Traits, Undead
Qualities, Brought from Shadow, Bell
Staff, Surreality Aura, Fearful Aura,
Protective Aura, Darkvision 60ft.
Saves: Fort+7, Ref+10, Will+10
Abilities: Str 17, Dex 21, Con 13, Int 14,
Wis 20, Cha 14
Skills: Spot+16, Listen+16, Move
Silently+14, Hide+14, Sense Motive+14,
Search+11, Balance+14
Feats: Alertness, Improved Initiative,
Toughness, Simple Weapon Proficiency
(All, Bell Staff)(B)
Treasure: None, plus Bell Staff
Challenge Rating: 8
Alignment: Lawful Evil
Advancement: 6-14 HD(Medium), 15-24
HD (Large)

creatures despite their height, due to the small amount
of space they take horizontal-wise. It seems like they
are clothed in extremely slender, long, indistinctive
black robes that drag along the ground and coil away
into wisps of shadow. However this “garment” is
actually a part of the creature itself. Its head is skeletal,
either taking the form of a cat, horse, rat, or vulture.
Occasionally a human skulled Belltoller is summoned,
though in this case the skull is elongated disturbingly.
Some appear wearing headgear, either as bandaged
wraps or a sinister, twisted deformity of the standard
issue guard helmet or the warrior-priest headgear of the
clergy that has summoned this outsider.
A Belltoller’s movements are unreal. Their bodies
twist and stretch unexpectedly to avoid blows, most of
the time it hardly seems that they are moving at all
while they’re walking, and it is difficult to focus on
what it’s true size is. A True Seeing spell reveals the
creature in it’s native state: a dark mass of cloud, tall
and looming. They do not speak often, usually only to

Description: Called from a plane (or a place in
between planes), Belltollers fulfill the roles of the
Nightwatch for cities under the theocratic rule or
influence of an evil clergy. They are especially useful
for enforcing curfews. Most often these undeadseeming outsiders are summoned by the church of
Hextor, since their lawful ideals seem to converge well.
As far as calling Belltollers go, they are extremely
stubborn in what duties they are willing to perform.
Only if the bulk of their duty includes patrolling a city/
town’s street and smiting any lawbreakers will they
accept a task, even willingly choosing death if forced to
do otherwise. At a pinch they can be persuaded to raid
buildings and defend a city from invaders, as long it all
occurs within the boundaries of the city proper.
Most Belltollers stand at roughly 7’5’’ft tall in a
human-like manner. They are not considered large
8
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minions, issuing orders freely in this manner.
Treat these creatures as Human Warrior Skeletons
with HD equal to 1/3rd (rounded down) of the
Belltoller’s HD (note that these are not Class levels).
They also gain the following abilities:
•Their base speed is increased by 10ft.
•They gain Turn Resistance +1
•As the souls that animate them were those who
perished on long forgotten battlefields, they retain
knowledge on how to use the armour and weapons they
are provided with at the time of their animation (eg, if
the corpse is holding a halberd, then it is considered
Proficient with it.)
•Since these creatures are born of the magic of a
Belltoller, they innately know how to take full
advantage of the fear their master induces. They receive
+2 to their attack rolls when attacking a creature that is
Shaken or worse.
Internal Tremor (Su): At will, the Belltoller can
create a point of fluxing sound inside of a creature,
causing the unfortunate target’s internal organs to shake
and tear themselves from the inside. As long as the
Belltoller is in the possession of it’s staff, it can deal
1d8 Sonic damage (no save) to any
creature within 60ft as a standard
action.
Brought from Shadow (Su): The
Belltoller is theoretically a lost soul
called from the space between the
plane of Shadow and the Nine Hells
of Baator. However, this is mere
speculation by scholars, and even the
deities falter when giving exact
knowledge as to the origin of these
creatures. Truth is, nobody is certain
where they come from. However,
their relation to the plane of Shadow
is unmistakable, as their very beings
are to a degree composed from that
plane. Any single attack, spell, or
magical effect has a 10% chance to
be negated due to the Belltoller’s
shade-like nature. If they are
exposed to the natural light of a
fully-risen sun (not merely the
Daylight spell) their corporeal bodies
dissipate into wisps of shadow,
effectively sending them to the
Ethereal Plane until nightfall. During
this time they are frozen on this
plane and cannot move unless they

negotiate the terms of their duty. Some speak with all
the gloom that surrounds them, others like they are
talking backwards.
Belltollers know Common, Infernal, and Ignan.
Combat: Usually, the Belltoller will send in most of
it’s cohort first to deal with the disturbance, reserving
two skeletons to serve as it’s personal guard and
blasting any foes at range with it’s Internal Tremor
power. It uses its spells strategically, as is befitting of
its high wisdom, and adapts according to the situation.
It does not shy away from combat, as it is well aware of
the potency of it’s Bell Staff. Should things become
hairy, it will ring its bell in the hopes of receiving
reinforcements from the city guard or other nearby
Belltollers.
Animate Enforcers (Sp): Up to seven times per
night, the Belltoller can animate a Medium-Sized
Humanoid corpse with a touch as a Standard action to
serve as one of its cohorts. These undead last for twelve
hours, until the Belltoller is destroyed or dismissed,
they themselves are destroyed, or if they move further
than a mile from their animator; whichever occurs first.
The Belltoller maintains a telepathic link with its

9
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mean robbing another Belltoller of it’s staff. Though
persistent, it is not suicidal in this endeavor and will act
intelligently in a staff’s retrieval. It loathes thieves
worst of all though, and it will only be satisfied once
this robber has been slain in addition to getting a staff
back.
Undead Qualities: Belltollers share a number of
traits that are similar to those of an undead creature:
•Immunity to all mind-affecting effects (charms,
compulsions, phantasms, patterns, and morale effects).
•Immunity to poison, sleep effects, paralysis,
stunning, disease, and death effects.
•A Belltoller is not subject to critical hits, nonlethal
damage, ability drain, or energy drain. Immune to
damage to its physical ability scores (Strength,
Dexterity, and Constitution), as well as to fatigue and
exhaustion effects.
•A Belltoller uses its Charisma modifier for
Concentration checks.
•Not at risk of death from massive damage, but when
reduced to 0 hit points or less, a Belltoller is
immediately destroyed.
•Belltollers do not breathe, eat, or sleep.
Spell-Like Abilities: Once per day: Web,
Pyrotechnics, Hold Person, Shatter. At Will: Jump,
Climb, Prestidigitation. These are cast as a level 6th
Sorcerer, with a DC of 10+ spell’s level+ Belltoller’s
Charisma modifier.

are attacked, at which point they are free to retaliate.
Surreality Aura (Su): The extra-dimensional nature
of the Belltoller affects the very fabric of reality in it’s
favour, making time seem to marginally slow down in
it’s presence. All creatures (except for the Belltoller)
that are within 30ft of the outsider suffer a –10ft
penalty to all their base speeds, with a minimum
possible base speed of 5ft. The minimum speed a flying
creature has to fly without falling is also reduced by
10ft. The Belltoller can suppress this at will as a
standard action, but incurs a Concentration check
(DC18) to maintain this suppression for each round
thereafter.
Fearful Aura (Su): The Belltoller exudes a
supernatural aura of fear about its being. All creatures
within 30ft must make a Will Save (DC15) or become
Shaken. A creature that has resisted this effect is
immune from that Belltoller’s Fearful Aura for 24
hours.
Protective Aura (Su): A deflective barrier
encompasses the Belltoller, providing it a +4 Deflection
bonus to its Armour Class.
The Bell Staff: When summoned, a Belltoller arrives
bearing a Darkwood Staff with a two-pronged blackiron head. From these hooks hang a sharp-edged
lantern and a foreboding sounding bell. These are the
Belltollers’ signature weapons, known as the Bell
Staves. Belltollers are automatically proficient in their
use, as well as all simple weapons.
In addition to it’s other powers, the Belltoller can
precisely control the volume of the bell on the Bell
Staff, from muting it completely to cacophonic levels
that near are deafening for those next to it. Muting the
bell is a free action; making it sound abnormally loud is
a move-equivalent action that provokes an attack of
opportunity. This does not affect a caster’s ability to
cast vocal spells.
When wielded in the hands of a Belltoller, the staff is
considered a magical +1 weapon that deals 1d8 points
of bludgeoning damage. Additionally, the heads each
have their own effect when they strike a target: The
Bell emits deadly vibrations through it’s target, dealing
1d6 Sonic damage, and the Lantern (if it is lit) will flare
up and cause 1d3 points of Fire damage as well.
Swinging the staff does not cause the flame to go out. If
the staff is wielded by anyone other than a Belltoller, it
acts as a simple quarterstaff for combat purposes.
If any individual Belltoller is separated from it’s Bell
Staff, then it will stop at nothing to reclaim it or obtain
another (this includes disobeying orders, even breaking
the conditions of it’s summoning), as long as it doesn’t
10
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Gaius’s Bestiarum Vocabulum
Article by LadyofHats, Demandred69

1.- Short Piopit
This little bird’s powers would
pass completely undetected by
the average eye. The Short Piopit
is very similar to any other bird
one would find, but he possesses
a wonderful ability. The Short
Piopit can change the color of his
feathers to match his surroundings,
similar to a chameleon, but
more gradually. When in a new
surrounding, the Short Piopit starts losing feathers, only
to grow more that fit the environment. A Short Piopit
in the desert would have the color of sand, and a Short
Piopit in the forest, the green of the leaves. His ability
can stretch even to the point to of metallic or chromatic
colors.
Since his new feathers keep these colors, in many
lands Short Piopits are kept inside golden cages.
Legend has it, these golden feathers are more valuable
than others. Unfortunately Short Piopits are shy birds,
and do not reproduce when held in cages. Therefore,
each Short Piopit must be captured from the wild.
Short Piopit feathers are a widely appreciated as
decoration, but are also valued as spell components for
the transmutation specialty.

Artwork by LadyofHats

well, but this is unconfirmed. Sorasoris can be kept in
cages but must be fed with living insects. Being desert
creatures, Sorasoris are quite sensitive to humidity.
They fall sick and die if held in a humid environment.
3.- Oniklepto
Onikleptos are a wild
sort of bird who likes
living in the rafters of old
buildings, especially if
they are empty or rarely
inhabited. This creature
likes to steal shiny metallic
objects. What makes them
special, is their ability to teleport these objects. At up
to a distance of 3 meters (10 feet), the Oniklepto can
teleport objects not much larger than a gp directly to his
peak. The Oniklepto must be able to see the object, or
know exactly where it is.
This bird is small enough to sneak into most treasure
rooms, coming out with all sort of different shiny
objects. They are highly intelligent, and make their
nests in unreachable places for bigger creatures. Given
the opportunity, they will nest near sources of food,
such as inside corn “silos”.
Of course this makes them a terrible pest, yet beloved
pets of certain rogues.

2.- Sorasoris
Sorasoris, a small
nocturnal desert bird
who is often called
“third eye” because
of his ability to detect
intruders. Sorasoris
live in groups of up to
20 birds. As nocturnal
creatures, they spend
the day time in small holes they burrow in the sand, or
in the safety of caves. At night, they hunt for insects
using darkvision. Sorasoris are appreciated by desert
tribes, because when anyone ( or anything bigger than
an average bird) gets close to their nest, they start
emiting a very high tone that can travel a long distance.
Any Sorasoris that hears this alarm song will repeat it.
Obviously, with a group of 20 birds, no intruder passes
undetected.
Some rumors say that they can detect invisibility, as

4.-Faceless monkeys
Often called lost souls,
this rather dumb species
of monkey lives deep
inside jungles, away from
civilization. The only
time they adventure into
the human world is when
a bigger, much more
powerful creature (such
as a dragon), has established it’s territory inside their
jungle.
With time, people have come to fear the appearance
of these monkey, as they are omens for the destruction
that follows them. They call them lost souls believing
that they are the past victims of the monster that come
to warn the people for the catastrofes to come.
11
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5.- Howling Hollow
This small sort of
monkey possesses an
incredible voice that
can drive other animals
crazy.
The Howling
Hollows live is
small groups of 4 to
10 animals. When
threatened, or are scared by something, they start to
produce a low intense song that would drive anyone
with animal intelligence, or higher, into madness.
Lesser creatures become aggressive and try to run
away at their maximum speed.
More intelligent creatures need a longer exposure to
feel the effects of this monkey. Some wild tribes use
them to torture their enemies.

the mating season goes on, when a town is infected,
normally the children would be first affected.
Mating season lasts 20 days, after which the frogs
stop secreting the poison. Infected water still takes
about a month more to become clear of all poison.
7.- Ignito
Salamander
A close
relative
of the fire
salamander,
the Ignito
Salamander
likes living
in active
volcanoes, or similar really hot areas. Yet it is not rare
for them to be found living inside magical fires, if it has
been burning for long enough. Ignito Salamanders vary
in color from coal black to bright burning red. They eat
from insects and other fire native mohos. Their main
energy source is the heat of the habitat itself. An Ignito
Salamander can go without eating for years, as long as
it is stays in a hot area.
Ignito Salamanders are great spell components for
fire resistance spells. It is rumored that their eggs shine
like rubies.

6.-Diminuta von
Gala
Diminutas are a
species of frog
which enjoys
living in wells,
fountains and
other water
sources.
An adult frog is
not much bigger
than a coin. But even with this tiny size, it possesses a
terrible poison.
Unlike a normal frog, the Diminuta von Gala does
not sing or otherwise produce any sound. But once
every 2 years, when the mating season comes, female
Diminuta von Gala frogs get bright blue stripes on top
of their bodies, and their skin starts secreting poison.
This poison then dissolves in the water and attracts a
partner.
The poison is so strong, and acts so fast, that a couple
of frogs could poison and kill a complete town in a
week.
The dissolved poison in the water gives it almost an
undetectable sweet smell. This smell can be found with
the help of insects, like bees, since they have a natural
attraction to it.
It is a contact poison, and can be absorbed by the
skin, and if digested it is surely deadly. In small
quantities, the poisoned water acts rather slowly but
surely, killing after 3 days of heavy fiber and muscle
pain. Because the concentration of the poison rises as

8.- Quicksilver Fox
This is a very rare
species of cold weather
canines. They have shiny
silver fur and ice blue
eyes. They are bigger and
much faster than normal
foxes. This intelligent
animal is rarely seen
by human eyes, but
they have been spotted
lurking around isolated
farms. Quicksilver Foxes
are, in general, not a danger to humans. In fact, farmers
feel they’re a good omen, as they chase away other
predators in return for a plate of food left outside the
farmers’ back door.
Quicksilver Foxes are always on the lookout for
Cockatrices and will attack them on site. It’s believed
that the pelt of a Quicksilver is magical. And in their
passing, stardust falls from their tails and the ground
where it falls is blessed. This could also be an old
12
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wives tale, since the fox is a cold weather inhabitant,
the so-called stardust may simply be morning dew.

of membrane tissue act as fanning conduits for air,
producing the before mentioned musical sound. They
can do this at will. The ‘song’ has a magical effect and
a creepiness to it. All within three hundred feet of the
bird must make a will save (dc 14) or flee the area as if
a Fear spell. Reedbeaks have been known to perform
the call to fool travelers and prospectors that come too
close to the bird’s nest.

9.- Gorlok
Gorloks
are the
smallest of
all goblinoid
races. They
are grumpy,
lonely, dirty
creatures
that hate
everything and everyone and wish nothing more than to
be left alone.
Gorloks are quite stubborn and territorial, normally
living in old buildings, empty caves, castle ruins, and
even dungeon chambers. Tthey understand orc, goblin
and common; but do not speak any of them well. They
do not want to talk with anyone.
Gorloks would do anything possible to get everyone
out of their territory. But because of their size, their
efforts often fall unnoticed by humanoid creatures.
For example, they untie knots, wet matches, damage
documents by spilling ink or any other fluids, steal
small objects like rings, seals and coins, fill shoes with
fat, place too much salt or sugar in food, paint people
faces while they sleep, scare their horses, make holes in
water skins, and so on. No tactic is too extreme. If the
Gorlok finds something really important to intruders,
that is even more reason he would try to steal or
destroy it. This makes setting a trap, and capturing the
Gorlok a rather simple task.

11.Oligochaetas
Also known as
Stone worms
are a giant
relative of
earthworms. They live in any subterranean terrain, the
deeper this is the more probable it would be to find
them. Oligochaeta are between 30cm and one and a
half meters long (between 1 and 4 feet). They have an
incredible rate of reproduction, this is important since
Oligochaetas are the main source of food for many
dungeon creatures.
Oligochaeta are practically blind and are unable to
behave aggressively. When sensing another presence
( even another worm), they just turn around and dig
in another direction. Oligochaetas use their front teeth
to dig into any material, even the strongest of stones
will eventually break. Because of this , the teeth of the
Oligochaeta are often used in saws and other tools of
subterranean humanoid races.
Oligochaeta meat has a very hard gummy like texture
(worst than the octopus), and no real taste. Not to
mention small stones are found undigested inside the
animal. Oligochaeta are no real treat on adventurer’s
menus.
The only real danger that Oligochaetas present is
when a subterranean area suffers from overpopulation.
Left to themselves, Oligochaetas are capable of making
whole subterranean dungeons, mines and tunnels
collapse. For this reason, miners hate Oligochaetas and
kill them on sight.

10.-Reedbeak
The Reedbeak is a
bird resembling a
Great Blue Heron,
except for a dull
gray color with
small white spots
along the edges
of the feathers.
The bird is named
after the unusual
musical sound it
makes. You see, the Reedbeak’s beak actually is like
a musical instrument in itself. There are three small
holes in the right side of the bird’s beak. Small pieces

12.- Schnoodledeewhop-(deep ferret)
These rodents live deep underground. They are about
three feet in length and very furry. Schnoodledewhops
are most noted for their unusual coloring. They
can be bright purple, violet, blue, or even orange.
Schnoodledewhops are scavengers and feed mostly on
fish, crabs, and insects.
They have, however, been known to sneak into
13
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adventurers’ camps
and steal food as
well. They are
not an aggressive
animal and will
usually flee when
larger creatures
approach. Rangers
have tried to train
these playful
rodents, but the
Schnnodledewhop is by no means a serious critter. So
these rangers usually find themselves short on food,
and without an animal companion.

itself to creatures that can. Any creature or spellcaster
that moves between the ethereal and the material plane
has the risk of having an ethereal butterfly attached to
him.
Ethereal Butterflies travel to the material plane
with the exclusive purpose of laying their eggs.
Unfortunately, they have specialized needs for laying
their eggs. The process is rather fast and harmless, the
butterfly approaches the sleeping character and injects
it’s eggs in the victim via a sting similar to a bee. The
Ethereal Butterfly injects not one or two eggs, but
thousands of them in a single insertion.
The eggs travel in the bloodstream until they reach
the heart where they feed and grow until they are ready
to hatch, which takes about 3 months. The infested
human would have all the symptoms of being pregnant
( male or female, makes no difference) from dizziness,
tiredness, changes of mood and special wishes for
food... all from the first day of the infestion. Of all
these symptoms, the worst would be the need for food.
In fact, an infested character would need to consume
4 times the normal amount of food or suffer starving.
There is no change in strength or bodyweight.
The eggs can not be removed by any arcane or divine
magic. They can be removed physically, but because of
where the eggs rest, the operation could cause far more
problems than leaving the eggs to hatch themselves.
After the 3 months have passed the little eggs would
move to the lungs where
the thousands of Ethereal
Butterfly eggs would
hatch and look for a way
out . usually in the form
of a hiccup. It is known
that ethereal butterflies
prefer humans above any
other races, but they could
just as easily infect any
other medium creature
natural to the material
plane.

13.- The
Bonnacon
This is a wild
beast with
the body of
a bull, but
with horns
that curl in
towards each
other, and the mane of a horse. Because these horns are
useless for defense, the Bonnacon has another unusual
defense mechanism. When pursued, the beast runs
away and expels its dung at the same time. The dung
travels a great distance (as far as two acres), and burns
anything it touches.
14.Glowmoss
Glowmoss
is a type of
moss found in
underground
caverns. It
creates oxygen
and is a source
of protien. Glowmoss varies in color from lime green
to pink. It’s called glowmoss, because of the glowing
effect.

16.- Celestial Lemming
Celestial Lemmings are truly a gift from the gods. They
are the cutest, harmless and friendliest of all creatures.
They just have one odd desire. They want to DIE, and
not by just any method. Celestial Lemmings want to
die by the hand of a good character. The more goodness
a character has, the more the Celestial Lemming would
be attracted to them. They would obviously chose a
paladin over a priest, and so on.

15.- Ethereal butterfly
As the name implies, this butterfly is native to the
ethereal plane. The Ethereal Butterfly is a tiny butterfly
not longer than one centimeter. Because it can not
change planes by itself, the butterfly usually attaches
14
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Celestial Lemmings would try everything possible to
get in the way of the good character, so that they die by
that character’s hand. This includes jumping into area
of effect spells, or precariously crossing into battles.
The problem with this is, that Celestial Lemmings are
so GOOD, and killing them is such an EVIL act , that
even if done by accident it would cause an immediate
change of alignment in any character; thus, removing
the blessings of any good god. Only a special quest can
undo what the character has done.
Since Celestial Lemmings can only die by the hand
of a good character, a character of any other alignment
could burn them ,crash them, cut them in pieces, petrify
them, eat them, chew them... and the lemming would
resurrect in a matter of seconds and on rare occasions
(5% chance) even multiply. Only when a good
character kills them, they die permanently (note: even
when a Celestial Lemming does not die, it does suffer
pain. So torturing them could be considered an evil
act too). Celestial lemmings are the size of an average
beaver, and have never
more than 3 hp. They
can cast the following
divine spells; Create
Water, Create Food,
Bless, Purify Water/
Food, Cure Disease,
Light, and Cure Serious
Wounds once a day.
They will do everything
possible to help anyone
around them.

they are able to release (otherwise shoot) their spikes
similar to the way a hedgehog does.
18.-Caladrius Stork
This is a completely
white bird similar to a
stork with beak and legs
as red as blood. The
Caladrius Stork is often
kept in the gardens of
kings and aristocratic
people, because of
it’s beauty and docile
behavior.
Caladrius Storks
have another special
characteristic. They can cure people. Once a week, the
Caladrius Stork’s gaze can cure disease as a normal
action. Yet if the bird is not comfortable, has being ill
treated, or in someway dislikes the sick man, then the
bird will look away and leave the man to die from his
disease.
19.- The Fog of the Stinking Death
Appearing to be a normal morning fog, the Fog of the
Stinking Death is caused by the spores of mushrooms.
Once in a while, whole colonies of subterranean
mushrooms release their spores into the surface air
forming this fog.
Anyone entering this fog will realize no effects at
first, but every non-metallic object or creature will be
impregnated with these spores. (leather, skin, cloth,
wood, glass, hair, food). After one day, the spores will
start to stink. Well, everything that was in the fog will
REALLY stink.
(anyone with Constitution lower than 11 will suffer
from disease-like symptoms.)
To remove the smell, the object person must be
submerged or constantly rubbed by oil. Water has no
effect over the smell.
Curiously enough, there are people who believe this
fog has wonderful powers. They claim the Fog can cure
skin related diseases, and help with breathing problems.
It may be true, but the consequences don’t seem worth
it.

17.- Totopoid
Totopoids are small subterranean creatures that
dedicate most of their lifes to digging. They are a real
pest when in large groups. Their lairs rival real traps,
with holes as deep as a meter and only as wide in order
to fit a human. When living in larger groups, they are
able to dig out quite large pits.
From the surface,
these holes
are practically
undetectable,
making them a real
danger for anyone
traveling in their
territory. If the
Totopoid is inside
their lair when
someone falls in it,
15
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Krowout has been my DM for several
years but I’ve never had a chance to
play in a game with him as a player.
From your experience, who is the
best DM on DnDOG?
I think it would have to be Krowout
or Madgondsman, sadly I don’t think
either one of them are running a game
at this time.
How many campaigns have you
participated in on DnDOG?
I have played in more than 50 games
on this site most games don’t last for
more that 6 months in my experience.

Orcbane's Picks
Featured Player:
ricktur63
Interview by Orcbane Artwork by LadyofHats

How long have you been playing DnD?
I started playing when I was in highschool. Around 1979 or
1980 to about 1982. I got out of gaming until about 4 or 5
years ago when I found this site.

Illusionist.

When in character creation, what
determines what you’ll choose for
class and race?
I try and find a race and class that are
a good combination but mostly I want
something thats fun to play.
If you could only choose one class
and one race to play for the rest of
your DnD career, what would they
be?
Either an Elan, Psion or a Gnome,

What is the best method for ability score generation?
I like to roll 24d6 arrange as you wish or 8+1d10.

How did you get started playing DnD?
My drafting teacher wanted to give the ole DM thing a try
and we became close friends.

What books, authors, movies, or other outlets of fantasy
have most influenced your personal gaming style?
I really liked Robert Jordan, I’m gonna miss him. I have
read tons of Terry Goodkind and Terry Brooks.

What keeps you coming back for more DnD?
I love the roleplay and the magic of storytelling. I’ve always
been a fantasy and sci-fi nut.

If you were DMing a Chromatic Dragon encounter
and one of your players suddenly drops to his knees to
worship the dragon, how would you respond, as a DM?
After I finished laughing... I might try and have some fun
with him.

On a scale of 1 to 10, how would you rate yourself as a
Role Player?
Thats a tough one... I’ll say a 5, there’s always room for
improvement in my opinion.

Which of your own characters are you most proud of?
I have over 60 in my character profile... but I would have
to say of the ones I play currently, Oebi Darkeyes is my
favorite. He is a Shad 10th level Psion Egoist.

Do you prefer crunching numbers or developing
characters?
I’d have to say I’m on the middle ground here. I like to have
a good back story but I also like for my characters to be
good at what they do.

What makes this character so special?
He reminds me very much of Master Yoda, minus the
strange speech. So far the game has been very fun, lets just
hope it keeps rolling along.

Out of all the members you haven’t gamed with, who
would you think you would most enjoy being in a
campaign with?
16
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When did you realize that there was something more
spectacular about this character as opposed to your
others?
I wouldn’t say he was any more spectacular than the others
just a well prepared one, or at least I hope he is...
If this character’s allies were suddenly placed under
mind-control by a force that he is not aware of, what
would he do?
Well that would have to depend on what they were doing.
If he noticed something was up he would try and break the
enchantment in some manner. Maybe he would just slip
away and observe their actions for a while.
Tell us about the most intense encounter you’ve
experienced on DnDOG.
There I was in the heart of darkness inside the cave of the
vampires kiss. I managed to avoid the effects of the witches
web only to watch as the sorceress and the vampire start
their attacks. Mofet’s eyes glow with an inner fire as he
watches the spellslinger and her minions through the crystal
mask given him by the priestess. The bald man takes the
tiny crystal from his shoulder and they both disappear
briefly only to reappear in the center of the chamber alone
and exposed. The fire burning in his eyes matches the fire
burning in his heart. He is growing more and more angry by
the moment, thinking of all those poor halflings that have
perished from this scourge over the past several weeks. His
blood boiling the man stands there defiant to the undead
minions and their masters. “Come if you dare! Try and do to
me what you have done to so many others!”
The man stands there his weapon still hanging from his
belt daring the undead to come closer.
OOC: The next round he and his psicrystal turned into 10
headed hydras and decimated a horde of undead creatures.
(zombies and skeletons mostly)
Why should more people use Psionics?
Its been said that the psion is what the sorcerer should have
been. I’d have to agree with that sentiment. Most of all I
believe that the system is about as balanced as any alternate
magic system out there. Plus its cool!
What are your inner-most feelings about Attacks of
Opportunity?
Thank the gods for combat reflexes.
What’s your favorite/most hated campaign setting?
I like the Realms and I really like the flavor of Eberron. I
cant say that I hate any setting that I’ve played in.
What’s your favorite/most hated Psionic Ability?
Metamorphosis is always useful. Null Psionics Field, is
always a party crasher.

Featured Player

What’s your favorite/most hated weapon?
My latest favorite weapon is the kukri, and I have never
liked the spiked chain.
What’s your favorite/most hated race?
Elan or the Synad, I hate goblin characters for some reason
don’t ask me why.
What’s your favorite/most hated class?
Psion (any), and I don’t hate them but fighters are boring to
me. I play spellcasters when I can’t play a psion.
What’s your favorite/most hated spell?
Disintegrate, and Disintegrate... poor Mofet... (he’s a ghost
now).
What’s your favorite/most hated sourcebook?
I have way too many books just to pick one. I have over 30
source books and a stack of Dragon Magazines. Many FR
books and many Eberron book, most of the complete books
and a few of the Races of ___ books.
What do you do for a career?
I am an electrician for some 30+ years now. I started when I
was 14 years old.
What kind of music do you listen to?
Many different kinds but mostly rock n roll.
Do you prefer Television or Motion Pictures?
Niether!
Where did the name Ricktur come from?
Its part of my first name and part of my last name.
What is your favorite non-RPG game?
Is this pg-13? I better not say...
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savoylen

Interview by Orcbane

Tell us a little about how you began DMing, how
long you’ve been DMing, and what keeps you
interested in DMing?
I played a few games in High School (when gaming
had just got started in the late 70’s) but it was in college
when I first tried my hand at it. I attended a military
college in the US and back then, it was all male – so
during the week, there wasn’t much else to do besides
more PT (Physical Training) and studying. Gaming was
a way to beat stuff up without breaking a sweat. We
took turns running adventures, and after the first year, I
kept being ‘voted in’ as the DM. I’ve been doing it off
and on, ever since. All in all, its been about 26 years.
As I think about ‘why’ I keep doing it, it seems to keep
coming back to the characters and the story. I’ll ‘try’
and stop, and then I’ll just miss my old friends from
Greyhawk, the Realms, Krynn, the Frontier, the Verge,
and the Hoffman Institute. It is they, and the people
behind my favorite characters, that keep pulling me
back into the game.

Do you lean towards RP-heavy or Combat-heavy
campaigns?
I’ve landed strongly in the middle. But when I’m
planning, its all about the storyline. Combat scenes,
challenge scenes (puzzles, personal encounters, etc.),
even story interludes are just elements that come
together to hold some story arc or theme development
line together.
Tell us about your favorite villain that you’ve ever
set up against your PCs?
Morgan! In one of my first games, the team left a
young, female, first-level magic user (I believe she
had one sleep spell) to die as they ran for the nearest
exit. (You can image what her life was like after she
was captured by all those Orcs.) Over the course of the
next few years, I’d have her appear; first at the edge
of a scene, then as a minor irritation, and finally as the
head villain and destroyer of worlds! Finding a villain
to develop and build into the story in bigger and bigger
ways is one of the ‘silent pleasures’ of DMing.

Please describe the first campaign you ever ran.
Which campaign, in your opinion, was/is the best
that you’ve ever run? Please describe why it was the
best. What about the worst? And what made it the
worst?
Well, if you read between the lines in the first question
then you know I’m a bit older so I was actually around
when the original “DL” series was being published.
IMHO that series was ground breaking because people
like me saw what was possible in an adventure (before
then models where largely disconnected, linear, and
internally inconsistent clunky things). It was during that
series (we did them all!) that feel I ‘woke up’ as a DM
– learning what was important by balancing the game
mechanic with the human factor and the all important
skill of pacing.
I honestly can’t remember one that was ‘worst’, just
that some were better than others. My transition to
on-line gaming as the internet developed was a bit of
a challenge. I wish that I could go back and redo a few
of those campaigns. One was a gothic horror that failed
right from the ‘get go’, but I think it was largely due to
my learning curve in the new medium more than the
campaign setting. Even so, I didn’t come back to gothic
horror again.

What RPG systems and/or Campaign Settings have
you used? Which are your favorites?
The settings I’ve used with some depth are the original
setting of Greyhawk (of course), Star Frontiers, RIFTS,
Traveller, Dragonlance, Forgotten Realms, StarDrive
and DarkMatter. My favorite game systems/versions
are AD&D, Alternity, GURPS and d20.
If your PCs entered a room which then magically/
mechanically locked them inside, what would most
likely happen to them next?
Well, there is always a way out. One of my favorite
rooms likeϑA: this was from “The Abduction of Good
King Despot.” The doors were on each side of the
room (east and west wall) but it was “balanced” like
a scale along the middle, horizontal axis! They had to
work together by sending a group west, and another
weighing exactly the same toward the east door. If they
got off balanced, the room tilted to reveal a spiked pit –
all for one, one for all!
Tell us a about the plot of Dark*Matter: The
Hoffmann Institute. What went into planning the
campaign? What is your favorite aspect of the
game? What was the most difficult part about
18
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read this article?
I exclusively DM in the online format now because
I live in Asia. (Yes, I’ve been accused of being a spy
myself – you’ll need to make up your own mind on
that one!) Momentum in your game is going to be the
biggest challenge, especially in online game formats.
Just do what you can to keep things moving and
developing, even if you need to sacrifice other aspects
of the game to make that happen.

building it?
Dark*Matter is a conspiracy setting published by
Wizards. The thing that attracted me to it is the “Or is
it…” philosophy. For example, The Hoffman Institute
is an altruistic organization whose agents explore
hidden mysteries while eluding evil forces – both
human and alien – that scheme to control the earth OR IS IT an conduit for the alien Greys to learn about
humans and to prepare the way for Grey domination!
This aspect of the setting is both its strongest feature – I
can make it have the fit and feel I want for my version
of the game, and the most difficult feature – I have plan
carefully for every aspect game.
Truth be known, save for the ‘big rocks’ I let these
develop as we play through the game – characters like
“Morgan”, and organizations like the Final Church
present themselves as the time comes. I’m just as
surprised as the characters at some of the twists and
turns our story takes – that is what makes the job fun!
Currently, our team has been chasing childabducting-cultists (from The Final Church) resulting
in a final confrontation where a demon summoned
through a techno-enabled ritual was finally trapped
inside a backup drive! As their rank in the Institute
increases they learn more about the Institute and what
is ‘really’ going on inside their own organization and
what it's true goals actually are. Leaving no stereotype
unturned, another way to think about our game is,
“Alias meets X-files with a dash of Underworld.”

Anything else you'd like to add to the end, or
anywhere else, of the article?
That's about it for me… in the category of advice, I
think I’ll just end with ‘enjoy your game!’ If you’re not
having a good time, then your players are probably not
having much of a good time either.
Take care out there! Savoy

What's the significance of the asterisk (which also
appears in Star*Drive: Outbound)?
I like games that actually develop with the impetus
coming from the players side… if I’m to a point that
I’m waiting or just can’t move forward without a
player’s input, I’ll drop a ‘.’ or an ‘*’ to let everyone
know I’ve been there and really need someone to post
something I can react too.
When you recruit players into one of your
campaigns, what do you look for in decisions who
to accept? Which answers to these options do you
find makes the best PCs? Class: Race: Feat: Skill:
Weapon: Spell: Sourcebook used:
I almost always make the final decision based on a
short background as long as the character sheet is
complete and makes a modicum of sense. If you can
give a sense of your character in a short paragraph then
you're a strong writer and storyteller.
What advice would you give to beginning DMs who
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ground, shaking its head from side
to side and splattering Alasor with
foam. Alasor’s heart pounded as she
dug her heels into the mount’s flanks.
The Wolf riders with the strongest
mounts separated from the pack.
Alasor slapped her horse with the
reins and leaned forward drawing
even with the mare – the angry face
of the lashed down kobold flashed
past – then the straining mouth and
teeth of Mindelsohn’s horse.
“Go!” she told her horse, “a few
steps more!” With that final burst of
speed Alasor’s mount drew to within
a few lengths of the tower. She was
going to make it!
Suddenly, as though to mock her
optimism, the horse’s legs buckled –
and its heart burst.
She leaped off the falling mount,
rolling as she hit the spongy turf,
narrowly avoiding a broken neck.
The prisoner grinned at her as the
Story by Robert Bee Artwork by LadyofHats, kedcoleman
mare took him away, relishing
the idea of watching her die.
Alasor prayed her horse would hold out long enough
Mindelsohn kept riding to the tower
to reach the tower. Her partner Mindelsohn rode a few – he could make the doorway and hold them off there.
horse lengths ahead leading the mare with the prisoner
Dying here with her was pointless.
tied across the saddle. Behind them the wolf riders
The kobolds plunged through the waist high grass
closed, their swords slapping against their thighs.
paces away; she could see the foam matting the wolves’
Alasor’s mount stumbled then caught itself as they
muzzles. She pushed her aching body up and ran while
reached a rise. Mindelsohn’s horse was stronger than
the kobolds mocked her and called to one another in
hers, but its muzzle also foamed in exhaustion.
their clicking tongue. Just ahead Mindelsohn reached
The structure they rode for – to make a desperate
the tower.
stand – loomed larger, not a solitary tower as she
A wolf rider loomed above her, short sword drawn
thought initially, but rather a collapsed fortress spread
back for the killing blow. She drew her blade and
across the hill’s summit. Although the fortress once
with two hands parried his sweeping cut. A bowstring
hulked over the hillside, now its walls were blackened
twanged from the doorway behind her, and the kobold
and shattered by siege equipment decades if not
fell from the saddle with a shaft in its throat.
centuries ago. Only the tower thrust upwards in
She turned and ran for the doorway as the bow sighed
defiance of the desolate landscape
and an arrow whipped over her head. Another body
The fortress was not kobold-made, for the wolf riders crashed.
built nothing more sophisticated than lodges or mud
A third kobold rode upon her. She turned and
huts. The ruins must have been built by the legendary
parried his blade, the impact staggering her backwards.
primeval race whose land the kobolds had seized many Quickly she hacked at the dire-wolf’s throat; it howled,
decades ago.
blood pouring from under its chin before it tottered
Alasor’s black stallion labored over the rise, and
over, trapping the rider beneath it. She ran through the
the wolf riders closed some of the gap, their swords
clinging grass and brambles as Mindelsohn brought
scrapping from their scabbards. The stallion staggered another rider down. She managed to make the doorway
down the hill and regained its stride on the level
because they feared to ride within bow width.
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The kobolds circled them in a howling mass.
Mindelsohn looked confused. “Why don’t they
attack?”
Alasor glared at the motley tribe, at least forty
masters of the dire-wolves, their bodies encased in
reeking furs, each hulking nearly six foot and as strong
as an adult human.
Mindelsohn told her: “They could take us down if
they rushed us. We can fight them one at a time from
this doorway, but I doubt we can hold them long.”
They milled about near the bottom of the hill,
maintaining a skirmish line and leaving no path for
escape, but showing no intent of rushing them.
As the sun sank, shadows flung themselves from the
ruined walls and shattered fortifications.
Alasor glanced back at Rexroth who glared fiercely at
his tribe.
Disappointed they don’t attack? Alasor wondered.
The kobolds unpacked fetishes from their saddlebags
and burned offerings over a rapidly built fire. A
shaman prayed, waving a prayer stick while one
Kobold cut his hand and dribbled blood into the flames.
Several kobolds danced and chanted around their
fetishes, their imprecations to the gods growing louder.
Alasor understood little of the kobold clicking
and clattering. They arranged subjects, verbs
and words differently than humans; even if
she could grasp more of the words, she would
struggle to pick up their tongue.
“Why all this?” Mindelsohn asked.
“They think the tower is haunted,” Alasor
responded. She removed the gag from Rexroth’s
mouth. “How ‘bout it Rexroth, your tribe fears
to attack. Is this kobold courage?”
He snarled at her and his eyes flitted from
place to place leery of the shadows now that
night was falling.
“Old one’s fortress this is. Cursed ground this
is. Kobolds not at night enter. Rexroth you
must release, for devils here live.”
Disgusted, she gagged him again. “We have
only the kobold’s ignorance keeping us alive.”
Her partner left to survey the tower’s upper
chambers while she watched them dismount,
kneel and pray to their foul gods.
Mindolsohn jumped down from the upper
berth. “We can hold them off indefinitely from
the upper level.”
She agreed. The stairway had decayed and
fallen in; the only way to the second level was
to climb. They shinnied up via a rope, and then

Panting, she commented: “I see you’ve learned to use
that bow.”
“Aye,” Mindelsohn said, “ready yourself for their
charge.”
Mindelsohn shoved debris into the narrow doorway
as Alasor strung the extra bow from Mindelsohn’s
baggage and piled arrows at their feet. Warily, the
kobolds stayed out of bow range.
Rexroth, the captive kobold snarled and grinned,
displaying his fangs to Alasor: “My tribe all about
us they are. Skin you alive and roast you we will.
Hmmmm,” he smacked his gums. “Long has it been
since man flesh I eat.” He cackled and his yellow eyes
shimmered amidst his hairy face.
She placed the point of her knife against his throat
and pricked him so that a trickle of blood rolled down
his gnarly neck. “And long shall it be before you eat
it. I will cut your throat before they overrun us just to
spite you.”
The kobold swallowed, his Adam’s apple throbbed
while the blade pressed against his neck. “Me human
bitch release; them let you go I will tell.”
“Liar! If you want to live a little longer you will shut
up!” Alasor gagged him with a length of cloth.
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tied the rope around Rexroth’s waist and drew him up.
Mindelsohn kept the first watch from the first floor
doorway, ready to retreat at the first sign of an attack.
Alasor checked Rexroth’s bonds then laughed at him,
for his eyes were wide with fear. Like his fool tribe he
saw demons in every corner.
Rexroth was a renegade kobold who led his tribe
to violate treaties and slaughter humans in several
settlements. Since there was a substantial bounty for
his capture, Mindelsohn and Alasor had tricked him
into a meeting and kidnapped him. They did not expect
his tribe to find their trail so quickly. She blindfolded
him and left him in the corner to worry over his fate.
The tower’s upper story was covered with straw,
which someone had used for a bed at some point. The
roof was partly fallen in, with an enormous beam
sprawled across the floor. The moon and a scattering of
stars gleamed through the ruptured roof. Birds nested
in the roof arches, but none worth catching and eating.
Alasor drank from her water skin and gnawed a hunk
of dried beef. The tower was grimy but must have
impressed centuries ago. Built of solid basalt and
limestone, its walls ornamented with faded carvings,
it lay on the hill like an ancient animal’s skeleton
gleaming in the moonlight. The kobolds’ bonfire
blazed through the tower’s slit-like windows allowing
her to see the carvings of human figures: grimy flat
renderings of warriors, ladies and fortresses.
What did this fortress look like standing? She leaned
her head out of the narrow windows and tried to
imagine its expanse when it loomed as large as a city
palace. One central and two flanking towers guarded
the fortress, and many thousands would have died
taking it until the plain lay dark with bodies. She
imagined the assembled tribes of kobolds laying siege,
their campfires spread across the plains.
With visions of battle in her head, she forced herself
to lie down and try to sleep. When she stretched her
legs out, her boots kicked something metallic. She
groped for it, finding a battered far seeing lens, similar
to the devices astrologers used to study the heavens.
She studied it in the light streaming through the tower’s
narrow windows. Extended it was the length of her
arm from elbow to fingertip; encrusted with emeralds,
its paint was corroded, exposing black enamel. A nice
discovery if she could ride away from this place.
If it still worked – her mind was hazy on how such
things functioned thinking them akin to magic; after all,
astrologers used them to gaze on the stars and foretell
the future – it might give her information about the
savages that sought their lives.

She nearly dropped it when she looked through it
because it revealed a festive hall, not the stark hill
outside the tower.
In the hall at least a hundred revelers clustered into
groups. Several men gathered about a bottle of wine
carousing, dressed in knee length silk tunics and hoses
ending with pointed shoes. The women they spoke to
wore multicolored gowns with powdered coiffed hair.
In the festival’s center they danced, feasted and drank
reddish punch. Alasor walked among them, still in
her grimy leather armor and boots. Around her rose
the fortress as it stood centuries ago, a long hall with
three towers and few windows other than the slits in the
walls. Despite the Spartan fortress these people lived
an elegant lifestyle. None noticed her as she walked
among them envying their lavish existence.
Am I dreaming? Alasor wondered.
Upon closer consideration their outfits struck her
as incongruous. Although Alasor’s grasp of history
was limited, the women’s gowns dated from different
centuries: some wore the sandals and basic tunic
hanging off the shoulder she associated with the
imperial period; others the stripped silk fashion of a
few hundred years ago, and still others outfits she had
never seen before, outlandish shiny fabrics and strips of
cloth.
Every step revealed a new garish costume: stiff
striped shirts and pantaloons, high-necked dresses,
cloaks sewn with jewels, and emerald green jackets and
hoods. Two men stood apart laughing while wearing
shiny leather pants and jackets with clear glasses on
their head. She had never seen the like.
Several revelers looked directly at her, making her
feel out of place in the stripped pants and cloak. Her
outfit must look barbaric to them, but then – in this
motley gathering maybe it just seemed unusual.
Several of the women spoke to her in a garbled form of
the old tongue, words she could not make out.
The others respectfully moved aside as an old man
stepped forward and shouted at her in the common
tongue’s old form. After a moment she pieced together
his meaning. He demanded: “Who are you! Do you
come to mock our death?”
The talking halted and a cold wind soughed through
the room; every eye fastened upon her. The people
changed: their bodies and faces decayed; they were old,
or they were corpses or skeletons. They surged towards
her in a mass, their hands grasping for her. She groped
for the missing sword by her side.
As the crowd held her arms – she could not struggle
against so many – the old man’s gnarled fingers grasped
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her neck and squeezed. She tried to break away, but
the cold hands squeezed until her mouth opened and no
air entered her throat.
Suddenly she heaved gasping into consciousness,
gazing into Mindelsohn’s eyes while he shook her
shoulders.
“You’re having a nightmare,” he told her. “It’s your
turn to take watch.”
She stared at the stars through the tower’s ruined roof.
“Gods, what a dream!”
“We have more than dreams to worry about!”
Mindelsohn snapped and glared at her.
“Aye,” she agreed. Mindelsohn was always tough
and controlled; she did not want to look weak in front
of him. Her heart pounded, and she could feel the
clutching chill fingers about her throat. Her left hand
held the lens. She threw it away like a repulsive worm.
“The kobolds have made no move,” Mindelsohn told
her
She clambered down to the doorway and stood watch.
She did not like such hocus-pocus, much preferring
the honesty of a sword; she would rather die with a
length of steel in her gut than a ghost’s fingers around
her throat. She would not mention it to Mindelsohn: he
would think she was a foolish scared woman.
The kobolds did not attack; instead they prayed and
burned offerings, mostly dried meat to their idols.
They chanted in their clacking and clicking tongue like
gigantic insects.
She left the doorway and crept around the tower. In
the rear the kobolds left guards. None were within bow
range; they huddled around a fire and roasted meat,
their swords buckled to their waists.
When they tired of their worship and meal, most of
the Kobolds slept on the ground leaving a few guards
watching the tower.
Alasor feared for the morning. Rexroth said his tribe
would not attack at night but made no mention of the
day. When the sun bled its rays over the hills, she was
never sorrier to see it.
She clambered up the rope and pulled it after her.
Mindolsohn and Rexroth still slept despite the sun
pouring through the narrow windows. She could never
sleep with the morning light upon her. The kobolds
were stirring, shaking themselves awake and eating
their breakfast.
Aye why hurry, she supposed. They had the upper
hand like a cat with a trapped mouse.
She kicked Mindelsohn: “Wake and ready yourself.”
Rexroth still slept on the far side of the room.
After a moment, she bent to Mindelsohn, “Do you

wish to sleep your last day away?” She grasped his
shoulder and turned him over. He flopped over onto
his back, arms limp. His face was pale white; his eyes
stared wide and livid red fingers stained his throat. The
lens rolled away from one hand.
She scrambled away from him and sank back on her
haunches. She should have told him, but who knew it
was not a dream? They had been partners for a year
now, and he was a good comrade in a fight.
She closed his eyes. No reason for bitterness; he
would have died in a few hours anyway.
The kobold. She would kill him if nothing else.
Mindelsohn’s spirit would travel easier from this evil
place with his enemy dead. She slid the knife from her
boot and turned Rexroth over. He was dead as well:
strangled, like you throttle a chicken.
The kobolds let out a round of whoops and screams,
and she rushed to the window thinking they attacked,
but no they were praying.
She was crying now. She was a fool for crying;
Mindelsohn would be disgusted.
She glanced at the fallen roof beam, which sprawled
halfway across the room. She squatted behind it and
shoved. It didn’t move. She flexed her knees and
scraped it forward a notch. Throwing her shoulder
against it while outside the beasts screamed and
howled, through her mask of tears she shoved the half
beam forward until it scrapped screeching over the hole
in the middle of the room.
It was not large enough to cover the entire entrance,
but it blocked enough to keep the wolf riders from
squeezing through. They would have to move that
beam before they could get into the upper chamber.
A dozen or so mongrels mounted their wolves, their
shields guarding their bodies. Mindelsohn had taught
them to respect the bow, but she might pick off a
couple. They hitched some of their mounts to a wagon
and piled wood, dried grass and rags in it.
They were going to burn her out! She had no water to
put out a fire.
As usual the kobolds were both canny and insane.
They wanted to rescue Rexroth their war leader.
Rexroth was dead – but they didn’t know that. Burning
her out was as likely to kill him as her, but the kobolds
had a talent for destruction: burning and smashing
anything that stood in their way even if they reduced
much of what they wanted to ashes. The symbol of
their race was a raiding torch and fist.
The lens lay next to Mindelsohn’s body. Maybe she
could take the kobolds to the afterworld with her; a
warrior with many vanquished enemies held a place of
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honor.
She seized the lens, opened it and gazed upon
the ghost world: they feasted, sitting at long tables
illuminated by candelabra in their bizarre costumes
alongside mounds of roasted meats, salads, potatoes,
gravies and braised mushrooms.
She stood among their long tables, while they – as
hungry as starved men – shoved meats and breads into
their mouths. Grease and slivers of meat dribbled into
their beards. Gravy slopped onto their napkins and
tunics.
Was this a mockery of life? Did they long so for life
they pretended to eat and pretended to drink?
Better a poor miserable living peasant than this, she
thought.
The roasted meat filled the room with an aroma
that made her mouth water and her stomach grumble.
She had not eaten food so good in months. She was
tempted to reach out and taste it – but feared to. Was
ghost food less substantial? Would it make her one of
them?
She did not have time for such musing. Gathering
her courage, she strode across the room, straight for
the center table. They grew aware of her: dropping
the food they clutched in greasy fingers and staring, or
standing up abruptly, their chairs falling behind them.
She stood before the center table facing their lord, who
had tried to strangle her and now gawked at her.
Hatred shaped itself on his face. “You who escaped
our wrath. You come again to mock us?”
She was now used to his accent and could follow his
words. “Not to mock, to deal.”
He laughed: a dry sighing sound. “The dead do not
deal.”
“You are dead because of the kobolds; they destroyed
you, leaving you this twilight existence.”
“They killed us all, raped the woman, pillaged our
cities and town and pulled down our fortresses.”
“Then it is they you want not me. There is a tribe of
kobolds camped outside the fortress. I will place the
lens among them, and you can kill them, slaughter
them to the last; hate should be savored until it destroys
your enemies.”
There were murmurs from the ghosts while their lord
stroked his chin.
“Why shouldn’t we kill you as well?”
“Without me the lens will never reach the kobolds;
they will not pick up something from the tower on their
own.”
The ghosts murmured around her and the lord
realized that he would have a rebellion if he did not act.

“Very well breather. The kobolds destroyed us. They
even destroyed our records and our libraries. We wear
the costumes of our culture’s history to preserve what
we have been over the centuries. The only memory of
what we were lies here among the dead. Place the lens
around your neck; they will take it off you thinking it is
booty. We will do the rest.”
The contact with the lens was broken and she stood
again in the tower’s high chamber. She wrapped the
jeweled lens on a thong about her neck.
Yells and shouts rose from the Kobolds. About half of
them charged the tower, their round shields guarding
their chests, while several held flaming torches and
drove the wagon forward. She notched and let fly an
arrow. It sank pointlessly into the lead warrior’s shield.
From the arrows piled next to the arched window,
she strung another and took a dire wolf in the throat.
It howled and rolled over its rider, gnawing him in
its fury and pain. She fired an arrow at one of the
wolves leading the wagon, causing it to plunge to
the ground, steps away from the tower. The wagon
rolled over the dead mount until its axle sank into its
flesh. The second wolf struggled to pull the wagon
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forward, but the axle angled over the dead body and the
wheels spun in the air.
Three kobolds ran forward and cut the harness away
from the wolves. While working they grew careless
with their shields, and Alasor sank a shaft directly
into a kobold neck. Several dismounted and pushed
the wagon the last few steps to the tower. Her bow
twanged and lodged an arrow in a kobold knee.
The wagon rumbled into the tower, and they dropped
the torches in it. Flames exploded upwards with a loud
whoosh.
The bastards must have soaked the wagon with oil!
Alasor thought and gaped in horror at the climbing
flames.
Several kobolds tried to dislodge the jagged piece of
roof from the entrance with their swords; she notched
an arrow and aimed through the narrow gap, letting
fly the arrow at short range; it sank to its feather in a
kobold chest. The kobolds with torches ran about the
room lighting the rafters and wooden scaffolding.
She let loose another arrow, missing one of the
scrambling wolf riders. They remounted and fled from
the tower. She took one down with an arrow in the
back before they rode out of range.
She rushed back to the entrance and gazed glassy
eyed at the chaos below. Flames from the wagon
consumed the straw on the bottom floor and pieces of
scattered wood.
Smoke poured into the upper tower; she coughed and
her eyes watered. Staggering to the window she hung
her head outside to catch her breath.
She leaned in the morning sunlight, breathing clean air
until her tears slowed.
Something crackled on the floor behind her. She
whirled. The hay! The flames had spread to the
upstairs hay!
She stomped at it until a tongue of flame licked out
and spread the fire through the room in a dizzying
wave.
She could not get past the roof beam to the lower
level, which was a tumult of flame anyway. Coughing
and choking, she grabbed a coil of rope and scrambled
up the wall to the tower archway. She pulled herself
onto the tower roof.
In the fresh air she lay on a roof beam and coughed
while the heat rose from below and little pieces of ash
fluttered against her cheek. She sat up, bowlegged on
the beam, and tied the rope to it. The rest of the rope
she tossed over the tower’s side.
The kobolds yelled and jeered as the flames climbed.
She would rather die with a sword in her gut than burn.

She swung over the side and, standing bent at the waist,
scaled down the wall. She would run out of rope a few
feet from the bottom, but she could jump that distance.
She clambered down the left side of the tower hidden
from the kobolds that were largely grouped around the
tower’s front.
The stones were warm and slippery, but she
descended with the dexterity of an experienced climber.
With luck the kobolds might not even see her until she
reached the ground. She made it halfway down before
her luck ran out and several kobolds spotter her and
howled. Quickly she swung herself down in two leaps
and jumped the last few feet.
Hitting the ground, she fell in a jumble.
They were all around her. She tried to free her sword,
but they battered her with the flat of their blades. Tying
her hands, they dragged her away from the burning
tower.
While two of them wrenched her arm and dragged
her forward, a dozen jeered and spit at her. They
shoved her before a fat kobold who reeked of sweat
and whose immense roll of body was encased in leather
armor like a bug in its hide.
He sneered at her before glancing back at the flames
creeping up the tower. “Where Rexroth is?”
“Dead and crispy.”
He snarled and showed her his fangs. With one finger
he lifted her chin. “For his death with screams you will
pay.”
She spit on him.
He back handed her and laughed. She tasted blood.
He wiped the spit away with a strand of her hair then
grasped the thong around her neck, lifting the lens free
of her tunic. He stroked the lens with a finger before
ripping it away from her throat.
He opened the lens and stared at the encrusted jewels.
Turning to his men, he clicked an order and swept his
fingers across his throat.
They dragged her over to the fire pit and dropped her
on the ground, leaving two guards. The kobolds started
a fire, erected a spit over the flames and watched her
reaction.
She kept her face bland.
“Woman flesh tender,” one of them cackled.
Transfixed, their leader stared into the lens.
All about them a fog drifted from the ground, which the
kobolds did not react to; she was the only one to notice.
After the kobolds built the flames waist high, ready
to roast her alive, a kobold murmured and pointed at
the fog. They realized now it was not natural; it only
rose immediately around them. Suspicious of the old
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tower and its tricks, the shaman started chanting and
several kobolds grasped their fetishes and shook
them at the fog.
The wolves howled. Several kobolds ran to their
leader, who had not taken his eyes from the lens,
yelling at him for orders. When they shoved his
shoulders; he fell over dead.
At that they panicked, most fleeing to their mounts.
The fog thickened until she could only see a few
paces before her. Faces leered from inside the fog,
and bony hands pressed against it.
The dead poured out of the fog, their lean bodies
ripping free of the fog’s essence. Hundreds,
thousands of them ripped out of the fog and
smothered the Kobolds under their numbers. The
dead faces twisted in hate and fury; savage reprisal
gave them the strength to hold the kobolds and
murder them in the dirt.
Although Alasor’s hands were tied, her legs were
free. She stood and stumbled away from the carnage,
reaching the bottom of the hill and hiding behind
some brush where she could watch the slaughter.
The grasping mouths of the dead clamped on the
kobolds, ripping flesh away. Their screams and
thrashing lasted at least the turn of an hourglass, and
she was glad the fog hid most of it. Kobolds tried
to escape, one nearly broke free running frantically
before four ghosts caught him a few steps before
Alasor’s hiding place, smothering him on the ground
as his hands clawed the air before him. His face
pushed against their clear bodies, his mouth open and
gasping, his eyes bulging, his fingers scrapping at
patches of fog and slippery moist flesh.
The sun moved across the sky, and the camp
quieted. She climbed the silent hill to find the
kobolds and their mounts strangled and smothered,
their faces pale and their necks streaked with finger
and claw marks. Drawing a knife from one of their
belts, she braced it against a rock and sawed through
her bonds. She rifled the corpses for coins, and
gathered enough food and water to hold her.
They had not killed the horses, she noticed with
relief. She tied the fat kobold chief to Mindelsohn’s
horse – dead or alive remained the bounty’s terms.
Rexroth’s body was burned in the tower, but they
would not know one chieftain from another at the
fort. She had destroyed the tribe; that was enough.
Mindelsohn was lost – her friend – but he was a
hard man and would expect no more tribute than the
mound of dead enemies.
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How They Make Skins
Julie Nash, age 11, wrote the following on her
notebook. The police found the said notebook inside her
bedside drawer. Analyzing it for prints, the investigator
was baffled by complete human handprints found on
the glossy cover. The prints were too small even for a
human baby’s.

Story by Kristine Ong Muslim

ugly. I wonder how I look when I become small like
them.
Kristine writes: My publication credits and recent
acceptances includemore than 600 poems and stories
in more than 200publications worldwide. My work
has appeared inAberrant Dreams, Abyss & Apex,
Dark Recesses, DarkWisdom, Not One of Us, Spinning
Whorl, and Tales ofthe Talisman. I have received an
Honorable Mention inYear’s Best in Fantasy and
Horror and won Sam’s DotPublishing’s James Award
for genre poetry twice.

I told the three little green men under my bed to stop
making fun of me but they just won’t stop so I told
them that Daddy will be home anytime and that I need
to finish my homework before dinner so I can watch 1
hour of TV tonight. But Russ the oldest of them won’t
shut up and keeps tickling me. He wants another round
of storytelling. Again!
The little green men really loves to hear about Alice.
Especially the part when she had tea with the Mad
Hatter. Tea makes me happy, Russ said. Tea tea quite
contrary, said Annabel playing with a ball of string. I
sure wish she gets caught in it. I hate her. She jiggles
her big breasts like Aunt Molly while talking to Mr.
Baker. That’s our neighbor who works downtown.
After 1 week.
I saw Jim in school today and he winked at me. Russ
couldn’t care less. He said that I need to put some green
powder in Daddy’s coffee. He said that it will make
him smarter so he can earn more money to buy a pony
for me. Russ was a liar liar liar. I put the powder during
breakfast time when Daddy answered the phone.
Daddy is supposed to be smarter so he came home
three hours earlier and saw Mommy and the salesman
talking about bizness in the master’s bedroom. That
afternoon the police came and took Daddy away.
Then they put Mommy in a white coffin with some
gold curly stuffs at the side. It was my fault. The other
little green man Fred said that it was really my fault. I
believed Russ and gave Daddy the green powder which
made Daddy mad at Mommy and now I have to live
with Aunt Molly. Russ was a liar liar liar.
Fred says I have to do something. Tea tea quite
contrary said Annabel. Fred give me something to eat
so I become small to look for Russ under the bed. Russ
is hiding somewhere under the cracks and I can’t catch
him. I eat the little stuff from Fred and sure enough I
am becoming little. I write fast before the pen becomes
bigger than me.
The little green men used to look so cute before when
I was still bigger but now they are starting to look so
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The Wounds You Never See:
A Meighan the Wyfwolf Story
Part 1

Story by Terquem

rise up from the bed and get a good look at me she
realized she wasn’t as free as she might have hoped.
After the third time she coughed up nearly a bucket of She shrieked when her hands came to a sudden stop by
water I began to suspect she wasn’t an ordinary girl.
the restriction of the chain. She panicked, scrambled
She opened her eyes, finally, and said, “Where am I?” around for a few seconds wrestling with the sheets, and
“This is my home,” I answered from near the bed, just then managed to throw herself off of the bed landing
out of range in case she was angry that the shackles
hard on her elbows and knees on the floor right next to
were still on. I had untied the ropes, and removed the
the left wheel of my chair.
gag and hood over her head, but let me tell you that I
The shock of hitting the floor must have calmed her
was just a bit nervous about removing the shackles.
down a bit. She was obviously having trouble with the
When you fish a person from the bottom of a well, and shackles, but managed to get from her knees to a sitting
you know that they were down there a good twenty
position.
minutes and by all rights should be dead, and then
She pulled at the sheet from the bed, to cover herself,
while you are trying to decide just who you should take she was after all barely dressed in just a shift and lose
the body to - POP - the thing spits a few pints of water
breeches, which still clung to her body where the fabric
all over your kitchen table, well that’s the kind of thing had not dried, and turned her head around, from side to
that just might give a regular Joe a reason to pause and side, more than a couple of times, taking in her
reevaluate the situation.
surroundings I suppose. This room, my spare bedroom,
I admit that at first I did not recognize her. She could
was sparsely furnished, just a bed, a bit larger than a
have been any young woman in the village, as far as I
twin, a small desk and chair, and a small wardrobe. One
could tell. I didn’t know very many of the younger
window, set above the head of the bed, opened out to
people anyway and so the first thing that came into
the street and was directly above the store. I had
mind was that she was a working girl who ran afoul of
opened the window, the night was warm, and pulled
a nobleman, or other type, who wanted his dalliances
back the curtains. The widow, this side of the building,
kept discreet. After all, the boys that chucked her down faced south and the moon shown through brightly,
the well were known to me, those boys had a reputation being just past three-quarters full.
for that kind of work, even if that reputation included
Her gaze finally came to rest on the chair, my chair,
being inept, it was not surprising to me in the slightest
she hardly glanced at me at all, just looked at the large
that someone without a whole lot of common sense
wheels and said, “You have a chair with wheels?”
would hire those two for just this sort of thing.
“Yes I do,” I said and slowly pivoted the chair so that I
So I moved her back to the spare room, and put her in was a bit further away from her again and she was right
the bed. I have dealt with my share of corpses before
in front of me.
both the non-, and highly animated kinds. Something
Her mouth hung open, and she took a few deep
was all wrong about this one. Her color was fair, not
breaths. I don’t let myself get worked up about these
pale or bluish, and even though she was soaked to the
sorts of things very often but I just have to tell you that
bone, and cold as ice, life seemed to radiate from her
she had the prettiest mouth I had ever seen. Here lips
like a twenty five watt bulb. She was a pretty girl, even were perfect, not too large and not too small, and her
if she did look as though she’d been badly roughed up. two front teeth were just a bit large, but still straight
I wasn’t convinced she was alive, and still have fears
and even. Her wet hair clung to her face in thick
about what that meant. Thinking about all the things
strands, and she had to keep pushing it away from her
she could be made me decide to leave the shackles on,
eyes every time she turned her head. I could see she
her hands and feet, for now.
was puzzled, she tried to mouth a few words, and
I hadn’t said anything more, after telling her she was
stopped herself each time before she finally decided on
in my house, and I didn’t know if she was ready to talk something to say, and it took me by surprise that it
about her ordeal. She looked confused, and possibly
wasn’t a question.
drugged, I couldn’t tell right away, but as she tried to
“You’re the man who owns the book store,” she said.
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“Yes I am,” I said and then decided it would be best if
I asked her a few questions before she started in with
too many questions of her own that I knew I would not
have the answers to.
“Do you remember what happened to you? Do you
know why you were trussed up, and why someone
would try to murder you?”
She had more surprises for me than I could have
imagined. She shifted her position on the floor, so that
she was sitting on her haunches, and pulling the sheet
close up to her neck she lowered her head and said
softly, “It’s not the first time.”
“I figure they drugged me two days ago. I remember
the moon had just gone gibbous, I keep track of the
moon very closely, so I know it was two, or maybe
three days ago. I don’t know how they got the drugs
into my food. I live alone, and try to be very careful
about what I eat, because they have tried to drug me
before. Hell tried my ass, they succeeded a few times,
but those times, well those times they didn’t try to kill
me. I don’t remember what happened, but since I’m
wet I guess they tried to drown me or something like
that.”
She relaxed a bit more before she continued. Her
shoulders, which had been tense and drawn up, dropped
and she let out a heavy sigh.
“Why did you save me?” She asked, looking up into
my eyes.
It was going to be a hard question to answer and I’ll
tell you why. You see I didn’t save her. At least that was
not what I was thinking when I pulled her out of the
well. I don’t know why I would expect you to trust me,
you don’t have any reason to do so, I know, but I hope
you believe me when I say that I am not really a bad
guy, not all the time anyway. There are just some things
a guy in a wheel chair can do, and some things he can’t.
When I saw those boys throw a body into the well my
first suspicion was that who ever it was they were all
ready dead. That was before I realized who it was that
had thrown her in. Of course even after I saw them go
by, they didn’t see me sitting on the ground by the
window at the front of my shop (When I work on the
window I usually just sit on the ground and leave the
wheelchair inside). I didn’t immediately think, “Hey I
need to rescue that person”. No, my first thought was,
“That is going to foul the water pretty quickly and then
all of us will be in danger.”
Okay so maybe that is just a bit cruel, or unfeeling,
and I really mean it when I say that I only thought that
for a second. It occurred to me, fairly soon, that the
person might still be alive and that if I hurried I might

save them, but hurrying, in my condition isn’t always
an option.
I had been quiet too long, and I think she began to
suspect something was not right about how she came to
be in my care.
“Did you save me?” She asked, but there wasn’t any
sadness, or caution in her voice. She asked straight out,
plainly and she deserved an answer.
“I pulled you out of the well. It wasn’t easy. I tried a
spell at first, floating disk, but I didn’t count on the
shackles weighing you down and the bottom of the well
must be very soft clay. I couldn’t get the disk under
you. Look I want you to know the truth. I didn’t think
you were alive, at first, and after so many minutes of
trying I began to think you would have all ready
drowned. I used another spell to create a rope, and then
I animated it so that it would tie around your legs. I
couldn’t see you so the whole thing took forever. When
I was sure I had you good and tight I used another
spell, levitate, to pull you out.”
“Levitate,” she said. “I don’t understand.”
“The well, the stone wall, is just about four feet high.
Without my chair I am only about three feet high. I
either would have had to go back and get my chair,
which I suppose I could have, or I had to find some
other way of getting you up and out of the well.”
Something in the way she tilted her head told me she
was beginning to wonder about the chair, but I knew, at
this point, she did not grasp the full extent of what I
was.
“Your legs don’t work, and you need the chair to get
around,” she said.
Of course she showed me just how fast she could
figure it out.
“Yes that’s correct. My legs don’t work. They haven’t
worked for seven years. I had an accident in the
mountains. I fell, and I survived, but my legs are
paralyzed. Do you know what Paralyzed means?”
“Like the hold spell right?” She asked.
“Not exactly,” I said. “Some of those spells allow the
held person to still feel. Not only do my legs not work,
I can’t control them at all, but I also can’t feel anything
in them either.”
She got to her feet, slowly, and sat on the edge of the
bed. Still holding the sheet close to her she asked,
“Why did you pull me out of the well?”
I don’t like to lie, well not all the time anyway. I could
have lied to her, but I didn’t.
“Even though I knew you had been in the water for a
long time, I guess I was still hoping you could be alive,
and that if you were, well I don’t know I suppose I
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thought that…”
She moved quickly, and I had foolishly let myself be
distracted, caught off guard, by her question, and my
clumsy attempt to be honest with her. I had a fleeting
thought that she was going to hit me. I don’t know why
I though that. She didn’t hit me. She flung the chain of
her shackled hands over my head and hugged me.
Now let me pause for a moment here.
I’m no innocent. I have been with a woman, and I
have been in love. I have seen exotic dancers from the
seedy bars of Long Beach, California, to the palaces of
Eysturlun Princes, that’s two worlds now, and I have
been treated to some other types of entertainment, the
kind that you don’t casually talk about in mixed
company, but nothing ever felt like that hug. She was
warm and cold at the same time. She trembled, from
the cold, or out of fear I don’t know. She smelled of
ginger and lilac, and when her cheek touched mine I
thought my heart was going to leap out of my chest.
She whispered into my ear, “Thank you,” and then
pressed her head down against my shoulder.
I let her stay like that for just a moment longer and
then gently pushed her away. I didn’t want to, but I
knew I had to.
She sat on the edge of the bed, instead of back on the
floor and looked at me with a sad sort of look that I
took to mean she was now a bit uncomfortable.
I felt uncomfortable.
She finally said something.
“You don’t recognize me,” she said bluntly. ”I don’t
think we’ve met. I’m Meighan.” She lowered her head
again, like before, but this time she lowered the sheet as
well.
It hit me like a ton of bricks. She was Meighan,
Meighan the Wyfwolf.
I had heard dozens of rumors about this girl, and all
of them were bad. She was an outsider, and not just in
the Colin Wilson sense of the term either. She avoided
people like the plague. She dressed in dark colors,
blacks and blues, pierced her skin, cut herself (They
said) and treated anyone who came near her with
contempt and insolence. All of this to the townspeople
seemed unforgivable. To them, I guess, Meighan was
supposed to be some kind of town idol, make herself
available to them in what ever way was entertaining. It
all made me sick when ever I had to listen to them talk
about it.
“You’re the Wyfwolf,” I said, and then wheeled
myself closer to her and placed one hand on her left
knee.
“Yes,” she said, and started to fight back a few tears.

Then she surprised me once more, but not in a good
way.
She started to lift off her shift.
I grabbed her arms and stopped her.
“What are you doing?” She asked as if I should
understand her actions perfectly.
Maybe it was the drugs, or the whole ordeal of it all, I
don’t know, but when she looked at me, looked into my
eyes I saw so much pain it nearly broke my heart. The
part of her face around her dark blue eyes slowly grew
puffy as the tears began to flow, and then she blurted
uncontrollably, “It’s what you want. It’s what
everybody wants. It’s all anybody ever wants isn’t it!”
It hurt to hear her say that, because I knew that it was
true. I knew that that was what so many of her kind
were expected to do, for money, luxuries, a living. I
pulled her off the bed and held her tight, pinning her
arms against her side. I am pretty sure she was not
expecting me to be as strong as I was. Most people,
unfamiliar with life in a wheel chair, are never ready
for that, and I said to her, “No I don’t want anything
like that. I want you to rest, sleep, and in the morning
we can talk about what we will do next. Meighan, it’s a
pleasure to meet you my name is Terquem Lee. I’ve
never saved anyone, and I’m pretty sure that I don’t
know what comes next, but one thing I do know is that
no one in my house will ever be asked to do anything
they don’t want to do.”
I lied, about some things, but not about the last part.
When I finally let her go she fell back onto the bed,
sobbing softly. She was still holding the sheet, but
made no attempt to cover herself.
“I have some tools down the hall,” I said as I began to
maneuver my way out of the room.
“I’ll see if I can get those shackles off, if not we can
send for a locksmith who owes me a favor.”
She sat bolt upright and looked behind her out the
window at the moon.
“No,” she said. “Don’t take them off. Get more chain
and secure me to the bed. If you know who and what I
am, you’ll know that you have to do it. Most moons
aren’t difficult, but this will be a harvest moon. I can’t
deal with those. Please don’t let me out.”
“Oh don’t worry,” I said as I opened the door. “If you
want to be kept here for the next few days I can do that
for you, and I won’t need any chains, wouldn’t think of
it actually. I’ll just need a guitar, and maybe a little
wine.”
The puzzled look on her face was classic, and I
admit it gave me a bit of a warm feeling to see her so
obviously distracted, even if it was only for a moment.
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“Wine doesn’t have any affect on me,” she said
scrunching her face up a little. “You don’t know that?”
“Oh, the wine isn’t for you,” I said turning my chair
some before opening the door.
I could only imagine what kind of expression she
had at that point as I was already headed down the hall
before I think what I said registered.
It takes me a bit longer to do the simple things,
and even though I have been in this chair for a few
years I still forget how difficult some things can be.
For example, when I could walk I could easily carry
several things at once, placing things under my arms,
or pinning things to my body. Of course now I have
to have at least one hand free to move the chair, and
that limits me some. I usually don’t have any trouble
moving around in my apartment, the rooms above the
bookstore, even in the dark, but I had left a large candle
burning in the kitchen area, an open space between the
two bedrooms, also where the stairs were that led down
to the bookstore on the first floor, and was happy for the
little bit of light it shed, hoping it would help me get
things done in a hurry without leaving Meighan alone
for too long. So I got a small bag of tools from my
room, and then went to get a bottle of wine and a glass
from the cupboard in the pantry in the hall between the
two bedrooms, and across from the kitchen. The second
floor of the bookstore was originally used for storage,
when I bought the building, but it didn’t take long to
convert it to a small apartment very much like the one
I had in Long Beach so many years ago. I decided to
make the central area of the place more open than my
old apartment, and even had the kitchen and pantry
designed to be more accommodating to my condition.
Once I had the wine and glass I realized I needed a tray
to carry it all, and then I went through a long process
of moving things off and then back onto my lap to get
everything to balance.
I was halfway down the hall, toward the room
Meighan was in, when I realized I had forgotten my
guitar. My plan had been to play a little song, a unique
enchantment I had learned from a minstrel in Cipenny
that with any luck would suppress Meighan’s instincts
at least for a few days. I don’t normally like to use
that kind of magic on people, and I’ve always been
somewhat uncomfortable knowing how that kind of
magic can so easily be used for the wrong reasons, but
this seemed like a reasonable thing to do. I did one of
those things where you stand, or should I say for me sit,
in one spot and shift back and forth a few times trying
to make up my mind if I should take the wine and tools
to the room and then go back for the guitar, or just go

back for it now when I bumped the wall accidentally
and dropped the wine glass.
The glass shattered on the wood floor, and I slapped
my self for my own stupidity and then I heard the
door open and Meighan hoped out into the hall with
a frightened look, the heavy chains on her feet didn’t
seem to slow her down, or bother her much, and the
rhythmic “shang-shang” sound she made with each hop
was too cute to believe.
“Is everything all right? I heard something break,”
she said, after getting only one more hop away from
me.
I smiled and said, “I dropped a glass. It’s nothing, but
you should go back. I don’t want you to cut your feet.
Here take these,” I lifted the tray toward her and she
took the bottle and the tool bag with a nod. “I’ll clean
this up and be right there.”
Meighan turned and hopped back to the room and I
had to force myself to turn my gaze away.
I swept up the broken pieces of glass, went back to my
room and got my guitar, stopped in the kitchen to make
sure I had not forgotten anything else, and then went to
Meighan’s room. Meighan’s room, funny, but I realized
when I got to the door that I was all ready calling it
Meighan’s room, and I had only known here for a little
over an hour.
I didn’t open the door right away, instead I stopped
and for some reason found myself wondering what I
was doing. Just exactly what was I doing? I asked
myself.
I have always been the kind of person who thought he
was pretty sure of himself. I’m not bad looking, in fact
when I used to shoot, when I was seventeen or so, I got
more attention from the girls than I deserved. I took
after my father, mostly, and he was of mixed Dutch,
and Hispanic ancestry, my mother was a JapaneseHawaiian, and people told me I had her eyes, green
eyes. So I was handsome, maybe, and the chair really
didn’t take much away from that. I kept myself in good
shape, and yet for the past few years I hadn’t given a
whole lot of thought to women, or relationships, but
here I was acting like I was back in high-school
wondering just what I should say, and just what I
needed to do to keep her around for as long as I could,
and why? She wasn’t a child, this I understood, but still
I was older than her by quiet a bit, fifteen years. I knew
I was falling for her, but I also knew that most of what I
was feeling was only physical, she was pretty after all,
so that seemed natural, and I didn’t berate myself for
feeling that way about her, I’m not that kind of person,
but still it had been a long time since the last time I felt
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this kind of awkwardness, and before I opened the door
I reminded myself to take a deep breath, and think
carefully before I said anything I might regret.
Meighan was sitting on the edge of the bed still
holding the toll bag, and the bottle of wine. I couldn’t
read her expression, but at least she wasn’t crying
anymore.
“I don’t think you know how much trouble I can be,
or will be, not tonight, but tomorrow for sure. I should
go,” She said as I took the bottle from her and placed it
on the floor.
This was one of the times I knew I had to be careful
about what I said. “I don’t want you to go, but you can
as soon as you think you are strong enough. Of course I
imagine you feel strong enough all ready, lycanthropy
works that way, or so I am told. Just let me see if I can
work the locks on these shackles.”
She swung her legs up onto the bed, to her left, and I
took the tools and went right to work. The mechanism
was made of good strong iron, but wasn’t complicated
and I had them off in only a mater of moments.
Meighan rubbed at her ankles, and smiled.
“Thank you,” she said.
“No worries,” I smiled back.
“No worries?” She repeated.
“Oh it’s just an expression I picked up some years
ago, from a priestess I once knew. She used to say it all
the time, always trying to reassure people that things
were never as complicated, or as difficult as they might
seem.”
“No worries,” she said again as if trying the words on
for size. “I like that. No worries.”
“No, no worries. So now here ‘s the thing,” I said
before I turned to work on the shackles on her wrists. I
thought about what things could happen next, what I
might say, and how I needed to remember just what
kind of thing she really was, how her form, and nature
can affect a person even against their better judgment
and then I said slowly, “I can take these off,” and I
placed my hands on the shackles, “Now, or when ever
you want me too, but once there off I won’t put them
back on. I know a few spells, simple spells really, and if
they work I am sure you will be all right for the next
few days. The spell I am thinking of is a sort of
enchantment, one I think even your kind is susceptible
to, but it doesn’t always work, unless you decide you
want it to work. If you trust me, and I want you to trust
me, but that’s up to you after all, all you have to do
when you feel the magic start to work is let yourself go,
and not try to resist. The spell is a kind of hypnotism, a
charm in some ways, and if it takes hold of you then

you will be very easy to control. I promise I won’t do
anything, that is I wont make you do anything that
would embarrass you, or put you in harm’s way. If it
works I will just suggest to you that you should stay in
this room for the next few days and, then, well, I
imagine you will.”
“It’s that easy?” she asked.
“Well, the magic is that easy, but casting is a bit of a
trick. The spell is music based, from those older spells
used in times when magic was not as well understood. I
have to play, and sing, to invoke the spell, and that’s
where the wine comes in. I can play well enough, but
after a few glasses of wine, I know this may sound
silly, but after a few glasses of wine I play a bit better,
it relaxes me, I suppose.”
“I don’t think it will work,” she said.
“You might be right.”
“People have tried to force me to do things with that
kind of magic before. I mean, people have tried so
often that I can tell when someone is trying to cast at
me even if I can’t see or hear them, I can feel it now,
it’s a little fuzzy feeling at the base of my head, and
then nothing, and then they get mad. They always get
mad at me, like it’s my fault, as if that’s even fair.”
“We can try it if you like. I won’t do it unless you’re
all right with the idea, and if something goes wrong, if
those men come back to harm you, and get to me
somehow, I will try and drop the spell as soon as I can.”
“Will I still know who I am?”
“Of course you will, this spell isn’t that powerful.” I
didn’t want to tell her that if I needed to I could,
tomorrow, prepare an even more powerful spell, one
that would not fail I’m certain, one that she would not
like to be under, but I drove that thought out of my
head. It was clear to me that this girl was more
powerful than I might be able to handle, and that
frightened me.
“Go ahead and try then. What should I do?”
“When you feel that sensation, the one you described
to me, try and see if there is anyway you can make
yourself want to feel it even more, fight the urge to
suppress it, if you feel any, and when I’m done I will
ask you to make a silly face. Right now I want you to
think about not wanting to make silly faces, get that in
your mind. If the spell works, you should make a silly
face even if you think you shouldn’t.”
I realized that I had just said some pretty silly stuff,
and she looked at me oddly.
“All right, I guess, but, well,” she hesitated to go on.
“Well what?”
“Well, I guess I expected you would do something
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more drastic to prove the spell worked. I was kind of
nervous about what you might try.”
Did I think it? Certainly I did, but she didn’t need to
hear that right now, and I was a little amazed myself
that I was able to resist those thoughts myself.
“Do you want the shackles off now, or latter?”
“Latter. If the spell works take them off, if not then,
well I don’t know.”
“I suppose I could throw you down the well again.”
She laughed.
She moved back onto the bed, and kicked the leg
shackles down off onto the floor. I poured myself a
glass of wine, and took a few drinks before I picked up
the guitar and gave it a soft strum to check the tuning.
I played the spell, and I didn’t even have a decent
buzz going, and when I finished Meighan just sat there
with a smile on her face, a slight glassy look in her
eyes.
“Meighan,” I said.
“Yes.”
“Stick out your tongue and cross your eyes.”
She did as I said, and damned if she still wasn’t as
adorable as ever doing it. The spell had worked.
“Go to sleep Meighan,.”
“Yes Terquem,” she said and then rolled into a ball
under the sheet and fell asleep almost instantly.
I watched her for several minutes after that. I told
myself that no matter what else I might think, I had
done the right thing. If she went away, after the moon
had passed through its dangerous phase, for her, then I
would still have no regrets. I tried not to let myself get
caught up in devising plans and schemes to keep her
around, and yet something inside of me said it wasn’t
going to be over soon. If those men knew what she
was, then they knew that throwing her in the well
would not kill her. Oh, it might get her out of the way,
for a long time even, but she would have stayed down
their, unconscious, lungs filled with water, indefinitely.
Someone wanted Meighan gone, but not destroyed.
People don’t normally treat a wyfwolf like that. It had
been years since I let myself get caught up in the kind
of mysteries and dealings that put me in this chair in
the first place, and at times, to be honest, I missed the
bow, and the sword, and my old acquaintances, those
days of adventure and danger around every corner, and
as I watched that sleeping, beautiful and misunderstood
girl, I began to think that those days might just be
coming back.
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That Which Was Never Meant To Be
The damp soil snaked its way under Eric’s
fingernails, but it didn’t bother him. He had grown
accustomed to it digging for worms in the fields over
the years. It was merely a bill to pay for securing fat
bait for the fish. Wet knees were another bill that had
to be paid. A couple of handkerchiefs tied around his
kneecaps curbed that one though, as did cotton up his
nose to stifle the smell. Muddy ground had a rather
unpleasant aroma to it that he never could get used to.
Kinda smelled like his dad’s garage after he worked on
the truck. A thick smell that filled your throat.
But even these were minor penalties. Fishing was
the main objective. And to fish he needed bait and to
get bait he had to dig. So he dug .
It seemed that he had just about turned over the
entire area during the course of the summer. Everett
Pond and its various-sized kin beckoned to him
constantly with their alluring array of fish. His dad and
Uncle Red had caught a couple of walleye the size of
canoes about a week earlier and Eric was bursting to try
his luck in the same spot.
He only had a spade with a cracked handle, a small
gardening shovel he swiped from his mom’s garden
shed and his two hands. But lack of equipment wasn’t
going to deter him. It never had in the past.
After failing to locate any worms with the gardening
shovel, he resorted to the spade. He smiled in
anticipation as the blade sliced through the soil with
ease. Rain had softened the ground nicely, but still to
no avail, he could not find any worms. A new location
proved futile as well and he felt his desire begin to
wane.
Wiping his brow, he cursed. Where the hell were all
the worms? He never had this much trouble finding
any.
He conceded defeat as he gathered the tools and
headed back for home. Maybe he just wasn’t meant to
fish this time.
Alternative plans for the day swam through his head.
He could hang out with Josh at Applebard’s or maybe
do some carving on his slingshot. Nothing as good as
fishing, but enough to pass the day.
Then he noticed a new area that he hadn’t seen
before. A small patch of soggy foliage that had
recessed slightly. A huge oak tree loomed
ominously over the patch as if keeping guard.
The spot intrigued him for some reason. He felt
compelled to dig there. He had time and he was
already dirty, so why not?
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Planting the spade directly into the center of the
patch, he was surprised to find how hard the ground
was. But his determination for worms was not to be
denied, and within a span of twenty minutes, he had
managed to excavate an area six feet by six feet to a
depth of roughly twelve inches.
He smiled and felt confident about this new found
spot. It would surely yield many plump worms, just the
ticket for hungry fish.
He sank the blade into the center of the hole and
stepped on it with all his weight. It descended three
inches before abruptly hitting something metal.
Something buried…out here? How? Who could
have done such a thing? But the questions quickly
transformed to demands of curiosity. He must
uncover whatever it is now, before it got too late.
As he worked feverishly at the task, excitement crept
into his mind. What if it was a box of treasure buried
by long dead gangsters? Or maybe valuable antiques
from some senile collector who had died before
recovering them.
The possibilities were endless. And so, he reasoned
with himself, why not him?
The shovel was pushed in further and further until
eventually the hidden object surrendered itself to Eric.
It was a box. A large box roughly three feet square and
made out of some strange metal resembling copper.
Only it wasn’t copper, at least as far as he could tell.
Copper would have looked aged, stained from the years
of dirt and water.
This looked virtually new. It gleamed with a
freshly polished look and was dotted with bits of what
appeared to be diamonds. At its center was a strange
looking lock mechanism in the shape of a hand…a
hand with only four digits on it. Whatever it was, Eric
knew it had to be worth something.
But what if he couldn’t move it or even get it open?
Not a problem. Dad had a large collection of
crowbars and hammers back in his garage. He’d get it
out one way or another.
Concentrating on the lock mechanism, he noticed it
was surrounded by tiny, red colored stones which were
neatly set in beds. All but one of the stones was in
place. The missing stone must be the key to the lock!
He frantically began searching the neighboring dirt for
any sign of the missing stone.
His persistence eventually paid off as the last
stone was found underneath a corner of the box. He
snatched it up and was about to place it in its bed when
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caution jolted him back to reality. Did he really want to
open it having no idea what would happen?
What if the box exploded? What if it unleashed some
horrible thing rejected from another world? How
could he be sure it was safe?
But, his adventurous side reasoned him on. This was
the only anomaly in his dull life. And how could he
continue living without knowing what was inside? The
curiosity would kill him. He decided to take the
chance.
Slowly, the last stone took its place with the others.
Nothing happened.
Maybe it took a few minutes to kick in.
But still nothing. Disappointment sapped his
remaining energy as he slumped to the ground.
But wait! The hand imprint! What if he put his hand
on the imprint? That would surely open it.
But it had only four digits to it. His hand wouldn’t fit
just right but it would have to do.
The metal felt slightly warm, like a sidewalk on a
summer afternoon. His hand didn’t fit perfectly but
it did feel somewhat gratifying to finally make some
progress, however small it might be. But nothing
happened so he removed his hand. 		
Then he felt a curious feeling begin to overtake him.
It started in his hand and rapidly spread throughout his
entire body. It wasn’t an unpleasant feeling , in fact it
felt rather good. Refreshing. Invigorating. As if he
were being reborn in some way.
He let the feeling flow through his body, occasionally
taking deep breaths to speed or prolong the process.
He grinned as he felt the strength of ten men circulate
through his veins. He moaned when his head
expanded, stretching his cap. He signed when he felt
his crotch broaden and grow. He grimaced when the
pinky finger on each hand withered and fell away.
Finally, the process was complete. He surveyed his
surroundings as if for the first time. His senses had
grown keen. He detected the movement of a prairie
dog over fifty yards away. He smelled a crow as it
circled high above. He noticed a large spider preparing
its web for prey more than a quarter mile distant.
He was a machine. Nothing could escape his notice.
Nothing could sneak past him or scurry away without
being detected. He was advanced. He was powerful.
Reveling in his newfound strengths, Eric suddenly
realized that his hand would now fit in the lock
mechanism on the box. Cautiously, he placed his right
palm in the designated area on the box.
It fit perfectly.
Thoughts of advanced civilizations or alien life forms
planting the box eons before flitted across his mind. He

would be the one to reveal to the world proof of other
beings. He, Eric Othed, would go down in history as...
His daydreaming was interrupted as the lock
mechanism clamped tightly around his hand. It
squeezed tighter and tighter, literally stopping the flow
of blood at the wrist. But before he could scream, he
felt another curious feeling begin to overtake him...
one of peace. The new feelings overrode any pain, and
he felt himself sway between reality and euphoria.
While in this dreamlike state, however, he failed to
notice the thin, protruding apparatus which was silently
extending from the left corner of the box. It spiraled
its way directly towards Eric’s forehead, and upon
reaching his brow, split into three appendages, each of
which drilled into his flesh and directly to his brain. He
did not notice, however, until the symbiotic connection
was complete.
Then he began to receive a message. A message from
an individual with a high pitched voice and a desperate
tone.
“Greetings. My name is, or will be by your
perception, Oorth of Tantt, ninth level Extractor from
Berium Enterprises. I am a mostly carbon-based life
form delegated to the development of technology to
aid in the recovery of ancient religious artifacts and
literature.
On date A-31h, 9197 A.D. by your calendar, I
uncovered a most unique talisman in the Southern
Plainslands. Suffice to say, I should have never done
so. But uncover it I did. And then spent vast sums of
time and money to send it back to oblivion.
Certain factions of the central brain desired its
possession, so I sealed it into my time frame container
and launched it into the distant past, your present.
Which brings me to you. Obviously, you have
uncovered my container and
managed to open it. Otherwise, you would not be
receiving this message, which would
undoubtedly be better for your world…and my
conscience.
So now I implore you to seal it yet again. Seal it and
bury it deep, deep within the bowels of the Earth. I
must assume it did not reach very far into the soil, for I
was forced to send it before my final calculations were
complete.
But you must bury it deeper. So deep that no one
will ever find it. Do as I say and you will revert back
to your original form and function. You were merely
ascended to one in my time so that you would be
capable of receiving this message.
So please, I beg you to heed this message and forever
hide the blasphemy that you have unfortunately
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uncovered.”
The lock released its hold on Eric’s hand. Quickly,
instinctively, he yanked it away, cuddling it to his chest.
What should he do? The curiosity was killing him
but fear also had rooted itself deep within him. Fear of
mankind’s oldest apprehension…fear of the unknown.
Torn between the two powerful emotions, he carefully
weighed the situation.
How could he possibly pass on an opportunity
such as this? How could he ever go on with his life,
knowing what lay buried in the fields?
But…on the other hand. What if this Oorth guy knew
what he was talking about? What if opening the box
were to unleash some unholy evil on the world?
But, he didn’t exactly say what would happen if he
opened the box. Maybe he could control it. He did
have impressive new powers. Maybe he could even
use whatever was in the box to his advantage. Or to
benefit mankind. Or to end world hunger and poverty.
To eliminate disease and war. To enlighten with
knowledge and peace.
But, first he could use it to help himself.
Eric Othed wouldn’t be a nobody anymore. He could
rule the country! Kings and Presidents would bow
before him. He would direct the fate of millions!
But first he must open the box.
Nervously, he placed his right hand in the lock
mechanism. He felt it loosen slightly in his palm,
allowing him to turn it slowly to the left. The lid
unhinged and noisily slid back and he leaned in to see
inside. His eyes strained to see anything so he gingerly
pushed the lid back another couple of inches.
Nothing but a thin, black void greeted him.
Impatience gripped his mind and he pushed the lid
completely off the box. His heart raced and a cold
sweat formed on his forehead.
Peering inside, he saw a single object. It was small,
about the size of a half dollar, and rather old looking.
Any signs of its malevolent origins remained hidden
from view and he could not help but marvel at the
talisman. It was circular in shape and appeared to
be made of some type of metal, possibly bronze. At
its center was a horned abomination that defied any
possible likeness to any living or previously living
animal.
Possessing a sickening combination of every
nightmare ever dreamed, the thing had scales of a
reptile, talons like a bird of prey and leering, bloodshot
eyes. It blindly scowled in its personal tomb, unaware
of its newfound freedom.
Hideous as it was, though, Eric felt compelled to
pick it up. He had to hold it. It felt slightly warm in

his hands, as if it had been laying in the sun. How this
small trinket could endanger the world was beyond
him. It was only a bizarre piece of jewelry, no larger
than a wristwatch. It couldn’t possibly cause any…it
moved! It shifted in his hand!
He dropped the artifact immediately and it fell back
into the box, lying face up, daring him to pick it up
again.
A sudden chill swept up his spine. He must bury it.
He must send it back to its grave.
Quickly, and yet carefully, he replaced the lid back on
the box. He engaged the lock mechanism and smiled
in relief as the lid sealed to the container. Despite
his new strength, he struggled to rebury the box. His
arms ached and his stomach grumbled in protest. But
eventually it was completely buried. A few additional
touches and it appeared as if nothing had ever been
uncovered at all. Now he could get on with his life.
But first, he had to return back to normal. What would
his mom say if he strolled in the front door looking like
an extra from a science fiction movie?
He checked his hands, still only four digits, but he did
feel his senses returning to normal. He could no longer
see for miles or hear tiny animals scurrying around
in the fields. He felt his strength lower to that of a
normal, teenage boy and his head decreased in its girth
and his crotch area reverted back to its previous, if not
unacceptable, size.
He had all but forgotten about fishing by this time.
Now his mind was becoming occupied with a far more
broad spectrum of priorities. Such as death and pain.
War, hatred and despair. And the most prevalent one…
world domination.
Eric felt the door handle crumble in his talons. His
mother screamed and dropped the casserole she had
been preparing for dinner. The last thing she saw were
Eric’s leering, bloodshot eyes.
Rick writes: I’m a 40 year -old father of two who
manages a shopping center and condo project by day
and writes horror fiction by night. I’ve had over 120
publications so far and have two anthology books
published through Lulu, MANY MIDNIGHTS and
CHILLS BY CANDLELIGHT. I’m also a guest author
at Memphis Junior High School.
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Artwork by Artsoldier35, MagpieManny,
kedcoleman, Ascendant

Portrait One by Ascendant

Portrait Four by Artsoldier35, MagpieManny

Portrait Two by Artsoldier35, MagpieManny

Portrait Three by Artsoldier35, MagpieManny

About the Character Portraits: This is a new section that will
appear in every other issue of Explosive Runes.
The artwork has been selected from the Custom Character
Portraits thread found in the General Discussions forum.
The idea behind this section is to create a character sheet based
on one of the portraits and send it to us. The winning character
sheets will be published in the next issue.
We will also continue to feature artwork from the Custom
Character Portraits thread. If your artwork didn’t make it into this
issue, there’s still a chance we might feature it in a future issue, but
we only want quality work, so give us your best!
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Portrait Six by Artsoldier35

Portrait Five by Artsoldier35

Portrait Seven by Artsoldier35

Portrait Eight by kedcoleman

Portrait Nine by Artsoldier35, MagpieManny
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